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write to each of our members in 
dividually — it would cost 
£4,000. We want to apologise 10 
them for closing the club and say 
that we still hope to find some 
means of re-starting it."” 

Mr Durrant and Dr Roger 
Bilboul are co-directors of 
Yewacre and met through their 
jobs in book publishing. Mr Dur 
rant said they had been looking at 
the possibility of a book club for 
some time and their children’s in 
terest in home computers en 
coraged them to set up a ‘book 
club” for computer users. 

The Microcomputer Software 
Club sent a 48-page magazine 10 
its members called Soft Words in 
which a team of reviewers rated 
software. Products which reach: 
ed six out of 10 or more were of 
fered at a 10per cent discount and 
the highest-rated program was 
reduced in price by 20 per cent 

He said: **We are still selling 
software and we are planning 10 
publish the reviews in book form 
And we are still looking at soft 

ware publishing. 
He said: ‘It was going quite 

well with a small trading income 
but it was not paying the interest 
back. We had a stock of several 
thousand cassettes and the orders 

me in very slowly in July and 
ust — half the usual amount 
it was enough to take w 

cash we did have. We could have 
seen it through, but the poor 
summer neatly hit us for six. 

We did not foresee the expan: 
sion, We thought we would get 
10,000 members in the first three 
months. In fact it was 10,000 in 
three weeks. 

‘We miscalculated. We have 
both worked 24 hours a day for 
the last nine months and we have 
lost money. It started small and 
grew and grew like Topsy 

“We have had a few investors 
look at it, but the amount of 
money needed would be £/4m 

We have not given up hope of 
finding money. We are hoping 
that some parts can continue 
trading and find someone who 
wants to run it as a joint ven 
ture.” 

Although Yewacre would con. 
tinue, Mr Durrant said they had 
been so busy with the club there 
had been no time for other ac 
tivities. 
Microcomputer Software Club, 
Yewacre, A.R.C. Industrial Site, 
Besselsleith Road, Abingdon, 
Oxon 
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FOR FIRST 
TIME USERS... 
A new series of books which 
introduce newcomers to the most 
widely used micros in the 
marketplace. 

The books assume absolutely no knowledge about 
computers and the reader is shown even the most 
fundamental operations such as “switching on 
and “loading a program”. The books lead the 
reader through simple programming and then onto 
graphics, with several programs which show how 
to achieve pictures and even animation. The 
books contain a number of specially written 
programs which show the full potential of these 
machines. 

The text is liberally supported by all manner of useful 
diagrams and illustrations (including many black and 
white photographs of the screen). The overall 
presentation is excellent. The printing, setting out and 
listings are clear and positively invite the reader to 
have a go. EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING 

£5.95 iy. 

at —-——=_ 
ORDER FORM 
READ-OUT BOOKS AND SOFTWARE 
8 Forge Court, Reading Road, 
Yateley, Camberley, Surrey GU17 7AX 
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Joystick 
While working on it he began 

playing with the device by 
hielding the. phototransistors 
with his fingers — and it worked 

The production version of the 
Trickstick, which is about a foot 
long, has four phototransistors. 

When gripped, the thumb 
moves betiveen the two on thetop 
for left-right movement and the 
index finger controls two more 
for up and down. There are two 
fire buttons. 

The Vellacott brothers sa 
Trickstick, priced at £28, allows 
proportional speed control as 
well as greater accuracy when 
playing computer games 

It is compatible with software 
that uses Kempston-type 
joysticks and up to eight players 
can take part at one time. 
A third brother has produced a 

device which shows heart-beat 
id body temperature on screen 

with the Spectrum. 
Clive Vellacott, 38, a consul: 

tant anaesthetist, said: “People 
are interested in the way they 

function.”” 
Tickertracer, also due out by 

late this month, consists of a 
module which plugs into the back 
of the Spectrum and three elec- 
trodes for wrists and body. 

It picks up the heart's tiny elec- 
trical signals and amplifies them 
enough for screen display. To 
show temperature, one of the 
probes is placed in the armpi 

Dr Vellacott said the only con- 
nection with the Spectrum was an 
infra-red beam inside the module 
— which made Tickertrace safe 

to use. 
He said: “It’s obviously not a 

full medical diagnostic elec 
trocardiograph — the ones | use 
cost £1,000-plus — but it will be 
of general interet 

Tickertracer, costing £39, will 
come with educational and 
health-monitoring software 
which, says East London 
Robotics, will teach users about 
how the heart works and enable 
them to compare week by week 
how the heart responds to exer- 
cise. 
East London Robotics, 
Gate, Royal Albert 
London E16 

No. 1 
Dock, 

School leaver Chris Cannon is 

writing an adventure for the 48K 
Spectrum which he says will be 
even harder than his first, The 
Castle, 

Chris, 16, who had just joined 

Liverpool software house Bug- 
Byte, wrote The Castle while still 
at school. 

It has 30 rooms to search 
through, but hisnew program has 
around 100 through which 

players have to search to find and 
ce together a staff for an 

alchemist. 
Bug-Bytcis bringing out games 

for the Commodore 64 from the 
end of October. The first will bea 

re-written version of its Mani 
Miner, at present available for the 
Spectrum, 

It is a multi-level cavern game 
in which Miner Willy faces 
hazards like mutant telephones, 
Lied penguins and man-eating 
toilets. 

AL the end of this month Bug- 
Byte is launching two £5.95 ar- 
cade games for the Spectrum — 
Cavern Figher and an as-yet un- 
named racing game — and a 
graphics and text adventure for 
the BBC micro, costing £9.50. 

Bug-Byte, Mulberry House, Can- 
ning Place, Liverpool L1 8JB 

The mouse 
that will roar 

victory? 
The two-wheeled box held by 
these three 15-year-olds is one of 
the UK hopefuls off to Madrid 
next week 

It is one of our entries in the 
European micro-mouse competi- 
tion in which computer 
controlled devices have 10 make 
their way through a maze. 

This one is sponsored by CRL, 
The black-painted metal box is 

Hunch that 
turned sour 

Manchester-based arcade 
machine specialists Century Elec 
tronics is waging a war against 
home-computer lookalike ver- 
sions-of its games. And the first 
casualty is Manchester firm Mr 
Micro. 

Century said that a game Mr 
Jicro was about to release, Hun: 

chy, was a copy of its own game 
Hunchback. 

Based on the story of the Hun- 
chback of Notre Dame, the game 
involve rescuing the’ heroine, 
Esmerelda, from the clutches of 
‘Quasimodo 

Now Mr Micro has agreed 10 
withdraw Hunchy, to place no 
further ads for it, and to destroy 
all copies of the artwork and the 
game. But Gregory was 
unrepentant. 

He said: ““Hunchy did involve 
a hunchback and a maiden, but 
it’s got different controls and a 
different scoring system. It’s got 
extra features like catching hearts 
and leaping on to flying carpets. 

4ysin square, sports the CRL 
logo proudly on its side and 
travels at Smph. 

The makers are (from left), Ed. 
die Forrester, Mike Geaney and 
Jay Derrett, along with Andy 
Dukes and Matthew Hampson. 
Inside the box is a 4K EPROM 

— the printer listing in hex stret- 
ches for more than 20ft — a 4k 
static RAM. chip which 
memorises where it has been, a 
Z80A processor and a sound syn- 
thesiser for the victory tune, 
CRL, 140 Whitechapel Road, 
London EI 1EJ 

Dur solicitors: said we had a 
99 per cent chance of preventing 
the injunction that Century took 
out against us, but it would hi 
cost us thousands of pounds to 
do it. We're a small firm, and we 
don’t have the time or the money 
to fight the case. 

re sorry to have to disap- 
i the dealers and customers 

who were waiting for the game, 
but we will soon be able to offer 
tham another game equally if not 
moré enjoyable than Hunchy. 

David Jones, managing direc- 
torof Century, said: “The people 
who copy arcade games for home 
computers have had a heyday, 
but if we see anybody making a 
copy of any of our games we'll 
stop them. 
“Home computer copies of 

our games could lose us a lot of 
business. It’s hypothetical, of 
course — Idon’t know if it would 
damage us. But it might. 

“Though we only produce 
games for arcade machines, we're 
currently talking to two com- 
panies who we'd like to produce 
Hunchback for us under licence 
for home computers.’ 
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Credit Card Hotline 

48K Spectrum 

Locate the secret island hideaway of the mysterious 
meglomaniac Dr. Death. Follow his trail across 
continents, through complex puzzles, coded 

messages and 3-D mazes. Discover the entrance to his 
underground lair — but beware — even with your 
death-defying gadgets his evil henchmen may still 

€Z, win the day! 

yy 

Y Saving the world may 
take some time—so we've 

included a ‘save’ routine for 
part-time secret agents! 

06286 63531 

: K SX a— SE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME — GENEROUS DISCOUNTS 

[Aaventurous Programs always wanted. Please send sample — generous cash payments! | 



LEE 
SPECIAL REPORT 

It looks as if the race to provide 
the most-missed feature of 
Acorn’snew Electron will be won 
by Cardiff-based Sir Computers. 

In about four weeks — well 
ahead of Acorn — the company 
promises a Centronics-type 
parallel printer interface, costing 
around £30. 

‘A prototype was on Sir’s stand 
at the Acorn User show, but the 
finished version will be a slim unit 
designed to fit neatly into the rear 
of the Electron. 

House in the same unit will bea 
four-channel analogue-to-digital 
interface for joysticks and other 
peripherals, 

Sir has two more Electron pro- 
ducts due out in the middle of 
next month. 

A ROM board will have space 
for about eight ROMs, allowing 
the use of chip-based software 
like work processors and spread 
sheets. 

And Sir’s teletext adaptor will 
add display mode 7, omitted 
when the Electron was designed 
as a ‘‘cut down" BBC micro. 

The Electron, priced at £199, 
was officially launched at the 
show along with 12tapes, ranging 
in price from £9.20 to £11.50, by 
the company's software arm, 
Acornsoft. 

Cliff Michelmore and Wendy 
Craig were at the press launch — 
sitting outside a mock house — to 
promote the Electron as a useful 
micro for the home. 

In another move to promote 
thenew computer, Acorn is spon 

ng race driver David Hunt, 
for a year in a £90,000 deal. 23, 

The money is intended to take 
Hunt, brother of ex-world cham- 
pion James, into the British For- 
mula Three Championship. He 
will be driving the Acorn: 
sponsored Ralt RT3 for Eddie 
Jordan Racing. With 
and drivers it is said to be the 
largest Formula Three team in the 
UK. 

Acorn, now a £42m company 
after five years, intends also to 
develop a computer model of 
European racetracks. 

The Electron, with 32K of 
RAM and 32K of ROM holding 
the BASIC interpreter, is based 
‘ona 2MHz6502 processor — like 
its parent, the BBC micro, and 
others — and has a 56-key 
typewriter-style keyboard. Ten of 
them are also user-definable and 
there is single-key entry for key 
words in the same BASIC as the 
BBC micro. 

Cassette loading is at 1,200 
baud and there is a built-in 
loudspeaker. 

@ In another promotional exer- 
cise, Acorn prepared a special 
cocktail called Electron Fizz, 
which uses the company’s col 
ours, green and white. It com- 

Race for 
Electron 
acid-ons 

Competition is hotting up to be 
among the first with software 
and peripherals for Acorn's new 
Electron. Paul Liptrot reports 

prises one-tenth of a bottle of 
‘Champagne, one-sixth gill midori 
(melon liquer), one-third gill 
brandy, one-third gill Cointreau 
Melon balls should be placed in 
the bottom of the glass and the 
rim sugared. 

Simon Vout, who runs Sof 
ware Invasion, finished his latest 
game just in time for the show. 
Attack on Alpha Centauri, pric- 
ed at £7.95, features giant wasp- 
like beings swooping over a bar: 
ren landscape. 

Mr Vout, 28, who trained as a 
musician, says he got many of his 
ideas while sitting practising at 
the Royal College of Music 

Program Power, trading name 
of Micro Power, showed its first 
tapes featuring a new character 
called Felix — as announced in 
Home Computing Weekly. The 
company said it had gained 
£50,000-worth of software orders 
at the show. 

Eduational specialists LCL 
brought out two more cassettes, 
at £5.50 for the BBC micro and 
the Electron, called Picture 
Puzzles and Million Mazes. 

The BBC itself has anew range 
due out at the end of the month, 
including Dr Who: The First 
Adventure (£10), a graphics 

game; an enhanced version of the 

‘White Knight (£11.50) chess pro- 
gram; VU-Type (£16.10), a 
touch-typing tutor; and Record 
Keeper (13.80), aimed at 
householders and small 
businesses. 

RH Software launched seven 
games cassettes — including two 
which contain three games —and 
a £45.95 light pen. 

A selection of new products for 
the BBC micro was shown by 
Watford Electronics: a 13-ROM 
socket board for £35; the 
Beebplotter graphics tablet (£75); 
a ROM-based machine code 
monitor called Beebmon (£22); 
the Beeb Speech Synthesiser 
(£39); and Disc Filing System 1.1 
at £42. Coming soon: Disc-Fix, a 

ROM for £19 designed to recover 
data from corrupted 

Publishers Addison-Wesley 
were quick off the mark with 
three books for the Electron: 
Start Programming with the 
Electron, The Electron Book: 
BASIC, Sound and Graphics and 
Assembly Language Programm- 
ing on the Electron 

‘Cambridge Microcomputer 
Centre showed its Advanced User 
Guide for the BBC Micro, 
costing £12.95 and written by 
three members of Cambridge 
University. 

Video tapes on the Electron 
and BBC micros have joined the 
range from Master Clas Video 
Cassettes. Designed to teach pro- 
gramming, they are presented by 
David Redclift, who has been 
training programmers for 12 
years. 

‘AB Designers, run by former 
graphics designer Alan Burns, of: 
fered two sophisticated drawing 
programs, each incorporating 
more than 80 functions, for the 
BBC micro. One version, costing 
£35 on cassette runs in Mode 1 
and the second, at £50.50 on 
cassette or £60.00 on disc, uses 
modes 0, | and 4. 

Battlezone Six is a new space 
game costing £9.50 from Kansas 
City Systems. 

And Deskflair produced a 3D 
graphics adventure called The 
Quest (£8.50) and_an arcade 
game, Bandits, at £5.50. Asky 
had Adlab (£10), an address 
label and filing program, and 
“Cashbk (£8), a cashbook pro- 
gram. 

Eighteen-year-olds Chris 
Butler and Marcus Altman, who 
have just left school after 
“A-levels, were up until 4 am 
making duplicates of their games 
for their first public appearance 

“We managed to 
to get going. It 

took a long time and it’s not very 
much. 

“But we've got lots of ideas for 

more games and there are two 
more coming for Christmas. We 
are hoping to bring out two every 
two months.”” 

Chris wrote Transistors 
Revenge and Marcus produced 
Heist and both tapes cost £6.95. 

‘Another new name in software 
is Alligata, which grew out of 
Sheffield computer dealers and 
duplicating house Superior 
Systems. 
Managing director Mike 

Mahoney said the company had 
five full-time programmers and 
had spend £20,000 so far on set- 
ting up Alligata. He said: “We've 
been writing for more than six 
months so we would have a 
reasonable selection before 
release."” 

The company launched 11 
BBC titles —amixture of utilities 
and games — two for the Dragon 
and six for the Commodore 64. 
More are due out this week. 

Two new adventures, The Five 
Stones of Anadon and The Eye of 
Zolton, costing £7-£8, are due out 
soon from Brainstorm, along 
with cribbage at about the same 
Price 
Kay-Dee brought out 

Millipede and a maze game called 
Up Up and Away, both at £8.50, 
and is soon to launich a 3D adven- 
ure called Tutankhamen, at 
£10-£12, which will come with 3D. 
glasses. 

Broadway Electronics had a 
£4.95 tape called Broadway 
Boogie and Classics which plays 
Boogie Boogie, Air on a G Strinj 
and a prelude by Bach, all accor 
panied by graphics. 

Where to find them 
Sir Computers, 9/ Whitchurch Rd, 
Cardiff; Acorn Computers 
Fulbourn Rd, Cherry Hinton, Cam’ 
bridge CBI 4N; Soitware Invasi 
$0 Elborough St, Southfields, Lon- 
don SWI8 SDN; Program Power, 
8/84 Regent St, Chapel Allerton, 

indale’ Leeds LS7 4PE; UCL, 26 A 
Ave, Staines, Middx; 

3TH; RH Electronics (Sales), 
Chesterton Mill, French's Rd, Cam* 
bridge CB4 3NP; Watford Elec- 
tronics, Cardiff Rd, Watford, Herts: 
Addison-Wesley, 53 Bedford Sq, 
London WCIB’ 3DZ; Cambridge 
Microcomputer Centre, 153-4 East 
Rd, Cambridge: Master Class Video 
Cassettes, 172. Finney La, Heald 
Green, Cheadle, Cheshire; AB 
Designs, 8/ Sutton Common Rd, Sut- 
ton, Surrey SMI 3HN; Kansas City 
Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs 
Wood, Chesterfield, S44 SXF; 
Deskflair, 7/ Woodlands Rd, Hert- 
Jord, Herts SG13 7JF; Asky ‘Com- 
puting, 49 Sunydale Ave, Seisdom, 
Surrey CR2 8RR; SottSpot, 29 South 
Cres, Prittlewell, Southend, Essex 

field SI 4ET; 
‘Seven Sisters Rd, London N7 7ON; 
Key-Dee, 27 City Rd, Stoke-on- 
Trent; Broadway Electronics, | The 
Broadway, Bedford. 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Spectrum 
games for 

you to think 
over 

There's no shortage of 
specruny action games, but 

reflective types aren't left out 
either 

Time Machine in order to return 
to the present 

Hewson Consultants, 60a St 
Mary's Street, Wallingford, Ox: 
on 

My heart sank when I found that 
Thad to review this game. | know 
how to play Space Invaders, but 
Backgammon is intellectual! 

Not only the program instruc 
tions, but also the object and 
rules ‘of the game have been fit 
ted on to the cassette insert. You 
can play a single game or a serie 
or even bet money 

I decided to have a go after 
watching the demonstration 
mode first. It frightened me to 
death! It was so fast that I 
couldn't see who was doing 
what, to whom and with what! 1 
took’ the plunge and started 
single game. 

Now some critics say that the 
isn't any point in putting board 

games on a compu’sr. You ca 
buy the game for less than the 
program. That may be so, but 
you'll never find an experienced 
player as patient as your Spec: 
trum and one who will explain 
your mistakes in such detail. 

AL the same time, as you gai 
in skill and cunning you can raise 
the level of play. What more 
could you want? 

This game could be criticised 
for not having ultra-mega 
amazing graphics and sound, but 
these are more than made up for 
by the skilled programming that 
prevents you from crashing the 
game and breaking the rules 

DM. 

instructions 100% 
playability 95% 
graphics 60% 
value for money 95% 

kek Kk 

Gilsoft, 30 Hawthorn Road 
Barry, South Glamorgan CF6 
BLE 

The first part of this two game 
package is Timeline, an adven. ture game where you are a time 
traveller who must trace your 

Elephant Software, 41 Haymill 
Road, Burhham, Berks SL1 6NE 

With a name like Vanguisher you 
might expect a dramatic combat 
game, or maybe a blood-thirsty 
adventure, but this game is more 
original than either of these. 

Its idea is quite simple. The 
word ‘vanguisher’ is anagram. 
matised and the player has to re 
order the letters correctly 
However, only one letter at a 
time can’ be moved, and letters 
have to be guided through a com. 
plex network of routes and box 

I was not able to solve the puz- 
zie. But I'm afraid the real 
reason for not doing so is that I 
found it tedious, 

The adventure is presented in 
screen text with no pictures. You 
converse with the computer by 
two word verb/noun phrases: 
more than two words and you 
risk misunderstanding, 

The vocabulary is quite large 
and the game represents an in 
leresting introduction to logical 
thinking, e.g. how can you use 
the sword if you haven't picked it 
up yet? In my first few games 1 

Undoubtedly the idea is ex cellent. Presentation «also “is s00d. But response time is te Fibly” slow," and. messages. are flashed up 't00 quickly. Though error trapping Js. go0d, actual ipulation of the keyboard i 
exciting — you 

don’t feel as if your tre involved inthe game, and the task of com Pleting it does not seem worth the effort 
All in all it feels like a. gam better ‘played with pencil” and paper, lke many word and maze ames. The average player does hot have the motivation 0 be pa tient with agame like this, N.W. 

instructions 
playability 
Braphics 
value for money 

60% 
65% 
80% 
65% 

managed to die in several dif 
ferent interesting ways! 

On seeing that Tasks was yet 
another maze game my first reac Da. tion was {0 groan but it is rather 
different in concept instructions 75% 

Basically you move through playability 759% 
the maze to collect treasure fraphics 60% whilst avoiding stinging thorns. — Sathe for money 80%. 
But the difference is that from 
time to time the Taskmaster 
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Peqows coe etanay 
: 

on 0 levels: Y/N answers. in 
pel 

abd order oF Mastermind instructions 70% 

Poa the latter you're told playability 
Tore 

si, hee te 

cof moves indicated by 

have successfully completed. an 
exercise in mental arithmetic, 
word puzzle, "'Simon says", ete 

sdvantage-  Dageers 

value for money 
an_the 

sed OP 

Cases Computer Simulations, 14 
Langton Way, London SE3 7TL 

In this excellent game you are a 
small farmer trying to make your 
farm worth £14 million: 

You estimate each month the 
effects of frost, drought, labour 

costs ete and decide whether to 
plant harvest, buy or sell on the 
basis of weather forecasts and 
farm and financial progress. 

These are clearly displayed 
each month with advice on the 
implications of your choices, and 
‘a monthly summary shows what 
you have done to your farm and 
your bank account 

The displays are very good, 
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and even the detailed and 
etalsi financial information's 
‘aay to follow 
friendly, game, loads easily, has 
Seer eres and inceri i 
Set ions” optional. sound, 
NOt mugetrepped and allows 
restart without loss of the game 

The excelent presentation and 
five levels oF aficully make i 

good fun to play whether you 
want 10 think everything through 
or just have a go. Recommend- 
ed. H.C. 

instructions 100% 
playability 90% 
graphics 
value for money 



It’s fast, tough and 

mean. ..you'll really earn 
Caverns of Marz must be the 

fastest, toughest, meanest lander 
game ever written in ZX81 Basic 

It needs 100 per cent concen. 
tration and allows the player uni- 
que customising. It is surprising 
that the game is not sluggishly 
slow. And with four on-screen 
gauges this game is very addic- 
tive. 

The object is to smuggle 20 in- 
tergalatic freighters onto the 
planet Psorbia, laden with 
weapons to support the Psorbian 
Rebels. 

However, the Psorbian police 
are cracking down on your little 
operation and have laid space 
mines which hover in the at 
mosphere: 

You must land each waiting 
ship down a shaft just the width 
of your ship avoiding the perilous 
rocks beneath you. 

When the game has been typed 
in and RUN has been executed, 

the ZX8] asks you to choose your 
own control keys for up, left and 

right, You ship will move down 
automatically. 

The speed of the craft's descent 
is controlled by inputting the 
planet’s gravitational power 
Five is idiot speed, 10 is average, 
15 is impossible. ‘Then the fun 
starts, 

To draw the landscape of 
space-mines, ground and the 

perilous shafi, the ZX81 goes into 
fast mode. I have included a 
typical screen display 

Your ship will start at the top 

of the screen and work its way 
down according to the gravita- 

tional power you have input, and 
steered according to your chosen 

keys. 
If a chosen key is pressed (e.g. 

right), your ship will keep moving 
in that direction until another is 
pressed. At first it will seem im- 
possible to make the ship descend 
vertically down, permitting asafe 
landing. 

If you land your ship suc- 
cessfully you are awarded £50 
bonus plus money back on thera- 

your booty 

You're cast as a space smuggler 
in M. P. Hargreaves’ Caverns of 
Marz game for the 16K 2X81. 
You might win a bonus. . .or 
blast yourself into oblivion 

How the screen looks during a game 
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maining fuel. The 2X81 will then 
go into fast mode and draw 
another random landscape, in- 
creasing the number of space- 
mines and giving one less ship to 
land 

However, if your ship hits a 
space-mine’ or ‘crashes on the 
rocks the whole screen will shake 
violently with explosions. 

Atthe top of the screen you will 
be told what happened. You will 
then lose one life from a total of 
three, have £50 deducted from 
your wage and return to complete 
the landing. The same applies 
when you run out of fuel, except 
you lose £70 and a new screen is 
drawn 

You have four gauges to 
monitor at the top of the screen: 
SHIP tells you how many more 
ships you must land 
LOST tells you how many lives 
you have left 
WAGE keeps track of your earn- 
ings and spending 

The fuel gauge is in the form of 
a vertical bar on the right hand 
side of the screen, Your fuel is 
constantly diminishing, but_ to 
completely re-fuel you must hit a 
fuel pod. They arerandomly scat- 
tered across the planet's surface, 

At the end of the game the 
ZX81 neatly displays your wage 
and asksif you wish to play again. 

To begin with you will find this 
game very hard, but after three or 
fourattemptsit becomes more in- 
teresting and addictive, 
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30@ PRINT _AT J,H;CHRS 126;AT 22 
HE CHRS 196 

NEXT J 
NEXT 
FOR K=20 TO _@ STEP -12 

K,I;CHRS @ 

22 
L,S1;CHRS 9 

@,3; "SHIP: "5B; TAB 
D; TAB 20; “WAGES”; Co; A 

(QNDs30) 
(PEEK 16398+PEEK 

7, 
12? PRINT CHRS 139; AT N,O;CHRS 

S@@ IF INKEYS$<>"" THEN LET D$=r 
NKEY ® 
S10 IF _OS$=AS_THEN LET N=N-2 
520 LET N=N+E 
S30 LET O=0+ (O$=CS§) -(Os=B 
540 cer ecneeue GOTO 65i 

S50 =A Trey LET HeH-0.3 
FO" 878 M<@ THEN G 

D GOTO 440 THEN 
1,6; "SMASHED ON TH 

1,6; "YOU HIT A SPA 
642 GOTO 690 

.85@ PRINT AT 1,10; "GOOD LANDING 

GOTO 769 
PRINT AT 
GOTO S20 
FOR @=@ TO 100 
POKE 16424,35 

2,8; "RAN OUT OF FU 

LET A=A+8.5 
LET D=D-1 

O=0 THEN GoTO 920 
B= THEN GOTO Sea 

PRINT aT 30 + BLL ge sHtRS 
ED SAFELY"; AT 1278; "YOUR UA 
CemeBes AT’ 21,3) “RGAEN CY 7H 

GOTO 940 
cLS 

950 IF Beene" THEN GOTO 5 
360 GOTO 94 
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Programmers 

of Britain, 

unite! 
As computer software becomes more and more com- 
plicated, the smaller firms in the computer business must be 
finding it difficult to compete. 

Unless you launch yourself on to the unsuspecting 
market with flashy advertising in a blaze of publicity, your 
chances are very slim. 

This may rid us of the ‘here today — gone tomorrow’ 
software companies, who are just in it fora fast buck, but it 
means that the programmer who is not happy with the deals 
some companies offer, such as being contracted to work for 
nobody else, and having to work ‘in-house’, is stuck. 

The software houses themselves already have a group 
to watch over the trade, but who is there to watch over them? 
Of the programmers Ihave met, quite a few were interested 
in an independent software group for programmers, The 
group would not try and set programmers and software 
houses against each other, bul rather make sure no-one is 
ripping anyone off. 

Thave heard of one software company that signed a 
programmer up on what seemed like a good deal, got him 
working in-house, and then proceeded to rip him off left, 
right and centre. If a programmer could go to an indepen- 
dent group in cases like this, the sharks of the software world 
would be soon found out. 

The group could run along the same lines as the Computer 
Trade Association, but obviously the aims would be dif- 
ferent. Meetings would be around the country, but member- 
ship would not be strictly necessary. The things the group 
could check up on could include contracts, rights and adver- 
tising. 

I myself have written a number of books and have been 
very displeased with the contract and the amount of adver- 
tising. The book has not yet been advertised, or reviewed in 
any publication, and the publishers seem very complacent 
about it. 

My contract also says that the publishers are supposed 
to account for the sales and pay my royalties ‘no later than 
six months from the date of publication’. But the royalties 
are overdue, and the publishers say they will not be able to 
pay me till October. 

I would not like to see this happen to anyone else so Lam 
enthusiastic about the idea of a programmers group, which, 
incidentally, was not totally my idea, but rather an outcome 
of many frustrated programmers. 
An author of home computer books and software 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to pre- 
sent bouquets or hurl brickbats. Share your views by sending them 
to Paul Liptrot, Opinion, Home Computing Weekly, 145 Charing 
Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. Please include your occupal 
and your interest in computing 



Hints on conversion 
CALL CHAR (ASCII) code 

‘number, hexadecimal string) 
Defines characters used in the 
program. The hexadecimal 
String describes the pattern to 
be given to the character with 
ASCII code stated. 

CALL HCHAR (row number, 
column number, ASCH code, 
number of repetitions) Places 
character on screen at row and 
column specified, and repeat 
it horizontally the number of 
times stated. If this fourth 
value is omitted then the 
character is displayed only 
‘once, The character usedisthe 
‘one whose ASCII code ap- 
pears in the command. 

CALL VCHAR (row number, 
column number, ASCII code, 
‘number of repetitions) Works 
in the same way as CALL 
HCHAR only repeats ver- 
tically instead of horizontally. 

‘CALL GCHAR (row number, 
column number, numeric, 
‘numeric variable) Equivalent 
of PEEK, assigns ASCII code 
of character at row and col- 
umn stated to numeric 
variable. 

CALL CLEAR Clears the screen 
CALL SCREEN (Colour code) 

‘Specifies sereen colour, using 
colour code. 

‘CALL COLOR (character set 
‘number, foreground colour 
code, background colour 
code) Specifies foreground 
and background colours for 
all characters in set stated. 

‘CALL SOUND (duration, fre- 
quency, volume) Produces 
sound with duration, frequen- 
cy, and volume specified. 
Duration is in mill . 
frequency in Hertz (or noise 

), and volume in, scale 
from 0 loudest to 30 quietest. 

CALL KEY (key unit, k,s) 
Equivalent of INKEYS jin 

‘computers, returns code 
key pressed in variable k. 

In Earth Defence you control a 
high power gun firing laser bolts. 
In the night sky an alien flits 
around and it is your job to shoot 
it down. 

When the program is run, your 
screen becomes the view from the 
gun turret. 

Pressing 1 moves the turret to 

How it works 
130-320 scan keyboard, move 

alien 
330-450 move laser bolts, check 

460-640 give attractive display 
when alien is hit 

650-690 decrease 
there is no energy left 

700-880 give attractive display 
when player h 

the numerous arrays and user 
defined characters and ex 
plains the game's theme 

PEt 

993398383298: 

Eretttt rt 

Perey 

How's your aim? Ty; 
Burton's game for the TI-99/4A 
and test your skill with a laser 

in James 

X.Y co-ordinate 
SC player's score 
EN player's energy (1 10 40) 
S pointer for which stars are 

ining 
€ pointer for which set of haser 

bolts can be seen 
Thearrays AQ.BO,EQ,HOand 

MO) are used 0 iry fo speed the 
program up by making it un 
ecessary 10 check if the alien 
moves off the screen etc 

The array FQ) is not strivtly 
necessary but is used (0 store the 
characters that are GCHARed. It 
isquickerto thisarray than 
to use GCHAR more than once 

the left, making the stars and 
alien move right and pressing the 
equals key moves the turret to the 
right. 

‘When the space bar is pressed 
four laser boltsare fired, hopeful- 
ly smashing the alien into little 
pieces. 
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A. S. N. COMPUTER 
SERVICES LIMITED 

ANNOUNCE 

Top USA Software at Discount Prices 
At least 20% Discount from Top Selling US 

Software 

Just Look at These: 

RRP A.S.N. 
Zakkon Datasoft Atari 33.00 
Jumpman — Epyx — Atari CB64 33.00 
Miner 2049ER Big Five Atari 41.70 
Temple of Apshai — Epyx — Atari, 
B64, IBM 

Zork | to IIL 
B64, IBM 

Infocom — Atari, 
25,00 (each) 

include VAT and Post & Packing is Free (UK 

james/Utilities/Educational and Business pro- 
grammes to choose from. To obtain up to the minute in. 
fo on any programme, telephone our Hot Line — 07842 
57599. 

(Export Orders Welcome) 

Send all orders with cheque P/O ete to: 

A.S.N. COMPUTER SERVICES LTD, 
Dept. H.C.W., 89 Station Crescent, 

Ashford, Middx. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
genuine 

T1 99/4A Solid State-Software 

EXTENDED BASIC £52.25 
MINI MEMORY & 
BLASTO. Fall 
CHISHOLM TRAIL £18.95 
TUNNELS OR DOOM £18.95 
SOCCER £12.50 

FOR OTHER CRAZY PRICES 

D S.AE. FOR FULL PRICE 
E MAKE CHEQUES/POs PAYABLE 

PARCO ELECTRICS 
4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET, 
HONITON, DEVON. EX14 8S. 

TELEPHONE HONITON (0404) 44425 

PLE 
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THE VERY BEST IN MACHINE CODE 
FOR THE ZXSPECTRUM & ZX81 

Campbell Systems, Dept. 
15, Rous Road, Buckhurst 
Essex, IG9 6BL, England. 
Telephone: 01-504-0589 

TELEPHONE: CAMBERLEY 
683 676 

S$ i 

337, LONDON ROAD, CAMBERLEY, SURREY 

19 BLANK DATA 
CASSETTES 
COMPUTER GR. TAPE 

COMPUTERS 
1 INLAY CARD 

CUT ALONG THIS LINE 

1 PACK OF 10 NAME 
DATA TAPES 
WITH LIBRARY 
BOXES . . 

PRICE: £5.75 1 ENCLOSE CHEQUE P/O 
INC. VAT FOR tore 
POST & PACKAGING FREE 
kaka RK RRR 

IN-CASSETTE COPYING SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE 

ADDRESS 



Commodore does very silly 
things occasionally, as those who 
have had many dealings with the 
company will know. The Com- 
modore 64 has a set of potentially 
useful function keys to the right 
of its keyboard — but Com- 
modore, in its infinite wisdom, 
has decided to make them virtual- 
ly inaccessible for any practical 
purpose. 

I was pondering on this pro- 
blem, and thought to myself: “If 
Acorn can provide useful func- 
tion keys for the BBC micro, why 
can't it be done with the Com- 
modore 64?” Six hours later I 
came up with this program, 
which gives the 64 a total of 16 
user-defined function keys 

This is done as follows. f1, £3, 
£5 and {7 become the four normal 
function keys. £2, £4, {6 and {8 
become shifted f1 to {7. £9, f11, 
£13 and f15 become f! to £7 used 
in conjunction with the Com- 

How you can 
order those 
keys about 

Ever cursed those useless 
function keys on the 

Commodore 64? Mike Roberts 
has come up with a way to 
make them do your bidding 

another program in case it 
crashes the computer. Strings of 
characters up to 200 characters 
long can be used. 

As well as the function keys, 
the program adds a number of 
control functions which are ac 
cessed by pressing CTRL in con- 
junction with another key. A list 
of these functions is given in 
Figure 1. 

‘When the BASIC loader pro- 
gram has been run, you are given 
the option of saving the program 
in machine code format on tape. 
This means that when it loads in 
next time, it will load faster. 
Unlike the BASIC loader, it can 
also be loaded in without destroy- 
ing a BASIC program already in 
the computer. 

The machine code program 
must be loaded in with the in- 
struction LOAD “”’,1,1 and ther 

SYS 49152. You can| 
function key det 

change the 
nitions by 

modore key. £10, £12, £14. and £16 | it sits in memory lo 

become fl to 7 used with the | to D000. But though this memory Hints on conversion changing the array statements at 
CTRL key. space is not used by BASIC, it ‘Converting this program to other the beginning of the program, as 

This program will take up no | might be used by a machine code | [A MbMateteme | Yoram with the BASIC fonda 
user memory for BASIC, because | program, so check before using | FARES RGREPERSE | normal am imeby seine 

z CU Races | PRINT USR (1), and the fun 
CTRL function table Seu peeeteenibee | tion keys can be reenabled by ex- 

tosceif anything ishappening. I fi kh... 
Key pressed Function itis, then a check is made to see if 
(with control) a function key has been pressed, N 
@ this will totally stop the system. After these key | | FRU MOnMne Nenana’ 

are pressed the computer will stop; the only keys | | QumgEn 
it will recognise are ctrl and, which will return The program is totally 
the system to normal, and the usual stop/restore. relocatable, so should convert to 

So if the Klingons are destroying the world and | | [Mec Un ick ino 
you fancy a cup of tea then press ctrl-@ few vectors. 

A this will make all keys on the keyboard repeat, 
not just the cursor control keys 

D this disables the repeat key so no keys will repeat 
c this will make only the cursor control keys repeat, 

as normal 
F escape from quote mode. So when a **"” has been 

typed and the cursor controls do not work and 
produce those funny codes, ctrl-F will get you out 
of it and back to normal 

w escape from insert mode, When the inst key has 
been pressed a number of times then the situation 
is the same as for quote mode, and ctrl-W has the 
effect of cancelling the inst mode : 

It is also worth mentioning the CTRL- functions of the "64 that 
normally exist as I have not seen them documented anywhere. 

‘Normal’ CTRL functions for the Commodore 64 siel NextD. 

Key pressed Function Teirenap rare inenerse 
(with control) me tee 
E same as WHT or ctrl-2 sg fase. Poness 
H disables the shift commodore lowercase/upper- 

case shift 
1 enables the shift/commodore lowercase/upper- 

case shift 
M same as return key 
N switch to lower case 
Q same as cursor down 
R same as rvs on 
s same as home 
T same as delete 
£ same as RED or CTRL-3 
up arrow same as GRN or CTRL-6 

These are not in the Commodore 64 manual either. When will 
Commodore learn? 
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Munchy-Man is a ZX81 version 
of the popular arcade game, Pac- 
man. But here the ghosts are real- 
lymean. So mean in fact that they 
can even go through the maze 
walls 

At the beginning, youare given 
the choice of four skill levels, the 
higher, the harder and the more 
points you score. You move 
around the maze with the usual 
cursor keys. 

There are four power-pills giv- 
ing you a power of 15, and you 
may get revenge on the ghosis if 
your power is more than 0, by 
eating them, 

There is on-screen scoring, 
high score, level of difficulty, 
power and’ amount of lives left 
shown on screen. 

You have three lives to begin 
with, but they are hard to keep, so 
beware. 

Variables 
X.Y position of Munchy-Mar 

(9) 
XX,YY position of ghost 
SK skill level chosen 
Li lives left 
Kamou 
SC score 
PO power 
AS used to set up maze 
BE best score 
Nused for loops 
BS, CS PEEKing variables for 

Munchy-Man and ghost 

of dots eaten 

Hints on conversion 
To work on a Spectrum am 
‘afraid that the BS and CS 
PEEK lines will have to be 
changed, but apart from that 
and sound, colour and better 
‘graphics it'should be straight 
forward, 

MUNCHY 
sE=O 

Steers 
oy 

DRE soy fe 

a4 LET AStS? 

MAN 

soe 

fee 5 AE = = = I = = 2 

a 

es 

these 
ghosts are 
really mean 

You've got three lives. How 
long will you survive in Conrad 

Jagger's game for the 16K 
2X81? 
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ET Ag(7) 
ET Ag(a) 
ET AS(S) 
ET 8$ (1a; ET 8$(243) 
ET AS(12) 
eT ‘O=a 

NES AT N 

1d 5 

THEN G 
THEN 

How it works 
1-40 set up variables and print 

maze and on-screen details, 
i.e. score, lives etc 

50-51 deduct one point of power 
or, if power is smaller than 0, 
than keep power as 0 

52 rub out the 0 off 10 when 
power changes from 1010 9 

‘53-54 print and update score, 
lives, high score, power and 
print the skill level 

56 checks if ghosts has caught 
Munchy-Man or not 

57-60 allow Munch 

62-63 set up PEEKing variables 
65-69 check where Munchy-Man 

and ghosts are 
70 print Munchy-Man and. re- 

places ghost with part of the 
maze it was on, if Munchy- 
Man is on same level as ghost 
and if so going to the ghost 
moving routine 

uble check on line $6 
81 prints Munchy-Man and ghost 
90 goes to beginning of main 

game routine 
1500-1520 small routine for 

cating a power-pill, update 
score (depending on skill 
level), then return to main 
game routine 

2000-2280 routine for when ghost 
‘catches Munchy-Man and see 
if ghost can be eaten or if 
ghost does the eating 

2500-2530 small routine for when 
Munchy-Man goes in’ mi 
walls, checks amount of li 
when 1 isdeducted and, iflives 
re smaller than 1, then goes 

to end of game routine 
3000-4520 allow ghost to move 

depending on level of difficul: 

fan to 

3000-5040 end of game routine, 
asking if you want another 
game 

7000-7050 routine for when a dot 
is eaten and adding point to 

DDRwin 
een a ROO Baal? 

Oe D St 

LET posa Baines? 

¥4 (XXeo 
OSUB >; 
OTO 
SOTO Jaen 



I-2 
THEN GOTO saae 

Ler 4 
GOTO 40 
IF INT (RND#SK) =@ THEN 

LET _XX=XX- (X 6X) + 00200) 
IF INT (RNO#SK) =0 THEN 

LET Yyevy-(y «YY? +0YO¥¥2 

GoTo 

soto 

so 
PRI er 
PRINT AT 20,0; “FOR ANOTHER. SENT BT Pb Res GOR POOR ts 

IF INKEY$ THEN 
THEN 

GoTo ssa 
GoTo sae 

SC+1.. , 
+ 
THEN RETURN 

(SK #50) 

SINCLAIR 
SPECTRUM 
JOYSTICK 
NTROLLE 

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS FOR 

THE IE 

IN 
INCLUDING BBC 
DISC UPGRADES 
FOR £55 PLUS VAT 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAI. & P. & P. 

LARGI 

SWITCHING 

ONLY £9.95 

DISK DRIVES 
THE LATEST 

SHUGART SA200 
40 TRACK DRIVES 
COMPLETE WITH 
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Four pr 

You can 
count — and 
spell — on 
your micro 

rams designed to 
teach arithmetic, an 

improving English. 
one for 

Number 
Puzzier 

BBC 32K £9.95 
ASK, London House, 68 Upper 
Richmond Road, London SW1S 

Another maths educational pro: 
gram, I groan as | open the box. 
This One is certainly glossier than 
most and has better instructions 
than most too, 

Hot Dot 
Spotter 
Spectrum 

£7.95 
Longman/Micromega, Longman House, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex CM20 ZJE 
What superb title graphics! 1 was all “a-quiver with expectation, and as the tape loaded — in Several parts — and the im- pressive titles scrolled smoothly around the screen my appetite was well and truly whetted. The the game, an educational one, commenced. I was asked for my name, in nice big letters; duly entered "re" (wot no capitals!) and told to press P to play AL the top of the screen were four large objects which looked like circles with four corners (or fat squares). One of - these developed measles and fell, un- 

But_what of the program? 
Does it do anything which we 
could not do otherwise or does it 
improve vastly on the presenta 
tion of something we have done 
for years? The short answer to 
both these questions is a blunt 

Based on a game of numerical 
noughts & crosses, the games are 
meant (0 encourage addition and 
subtraction, You are given two 
numbers and can cither place 

ulating, 10 the floor wher, after counting ts spots, an equal iy undulating hook appeared and dragged. i off the screen. This Tepeated itself several times and then Twas told that I scored OF Oh alright, I'm_ being even more stupid than usual. Tint take fong to work oul that as they dropped You had to pres the” key which had the Same number as the spots on the fal ing dice”, and that you scored more’ points. the ‘quicker you pressed that key But really! £9.95 for a simple rogram’ to recognise simple humbers, for’ intants/lower juniors. I't’buy some dominoes instead, RE. 
instructions 80% playability 25% graphics 30% value for money 5% 

Let's Count 
BBC 32K £9.95 

ASK, London House, 68 Upper 
Richmond Road, London SWIS 
This program is an example of 
good practice in both the com. 
Puting and educational fields. It 
is meant to give practice in the 
very early stages of number and 
covers one to one cor 
respondence, symbol recogni: tion, ordering and comparison. 
All of these stages are of major 

importance to the pre-school and 
infant school child and_ they 
could do far worse than to prac 
tice using this program. 

As with all software aimed at 
this level there should be an adult 
or an older child to read the early 
prompts and set the difficulty 
level, but this is extremely easy to 
do. One little criticism is that 

them on the board as they areor needs practice in mental 
combine or decompose them to arithmetic then this program 
make other numbers still vacant. may be for you. 
The overall aim is to win five D.C 
games. 

There is also a game of magic instructions 95% squares where both skills are us- ease of use 80% ed. The final option is a ‘Self display 80% Test” where you answer ten ques- value for money 60% tions against the clock 
If you feel that your child 

there is no end to each game — 
they just carry on until the 
ESCAPE key is pressed. 

There are four games in the 
program and all have excellent 
Braphics and reasonable sound, 
which unfortunately you cannot 
turn off or even down! The in: 
structions set new standards — 
just the right length 

One final quibble is that the 
BREAK key is sett flush 
memory. This seems rather 
drastic, but the standard of error 
trapping is otherwise excellent 
This is one of very few programs 
1 would recommend 10 parents 
and schools alike, 

D.C. 

instructions 95% 
ease of use 90% 
display 90% 
value for money 80% 

kkk k *& 

ectru 
sey 95 

onemanaitgaa 

bottom cy 
MAKE (No.) 

incomplete sum is 
bottom (e.g. 4 +7 = 9) 

bout countal mm 

romega. sill 

appears and a 
Ptown at the 

A conrect answer receives, & 
ich, atime tune, and the 
monkey climbs a little nearer

 10 

monpanana breakfast, A wrong 
his anos for retry and, 
anenirongy then the correct 
mswer 8 ave "4 

. A fair idea, reasonably well 

fhe are good, anima 
done, fragate, and sound is used 

is program | was is a drill/practice 

sree on followed by the chim- program Of OC NP. peter and 
and logos foot, once completely companies 

anes Se ‘a choice more cheaply. fon pie 
Toaded 1 was offered she Probably intended fo hitter 

between +. 7 Oangerously,i school, infants or lower So itg 
‘Always one to live dangerously te children who. woule 

A number (telephones with “real” objec RE. 

GRANGE wo allow leans a 

s of the box is a playabil 

banana tree Wirt instruction value for money 

x 

Building 
English ( 
Dragon 32 

£6.55 
Panda Programs, PO Box 2, 
‘South Shields NE33 1EY 

This is an English quiz which 
claims to be for seven to nine 
year olds, but the seven year old 

‘on whom I tested it found it very 
difficult 

The cassette inlay does not in- 
dicate whether it is intended for 
school or home use, but it is 
presumably aimed mainly at 
schools. 

The program, which is written 
in BASIC, loaded at the third at- 
tempt. There is a fairly lengthy 
instructions sequence at the 
beginning, which is necessary as 
the twenty questions which 
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follow do not all have the same 
format 

A correct answer scores one, 
two or three points, giving a 
‘maximum score for the test of 38 
points, a number which must 
surely owe more to chance than 
deliberation. The questions may 
be answered by one child, or by 
two children taking turns. 

There are around a hundred 
questions available, from which 
the twenty for each test are 

selected randomly. They cover a 
considerable range of subject 
matter, including plurals, 0} 
posites, animal noises and oc- 
cupations. 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 



Based loosely on the popular TV v7 
‘game, Odd One Out is a family who fj @ 
game for more than one player. 

The object is to spot the odd = 
item out of the four displayed e ee ceceeem Vv: 
50 easy. 

Thave given a lot of examples a 
in my listing, but the 16K Spec- a Ss 
trum can hold many more. And 
‘owners of the 48K model could rr 
spend all night with a dictionary > 

Each set of four items in blocks se 
‘of 50 lines from 1000 to 8990 and 
additions are very easy, if you 

Sempember chan ines 720 3 | aaa 730. 
The game finishes when a 

player has scored 100, but this can All the family can join in and 

Si. Lnedis0adesiOroracor | play Robert Perk’ for th ). Line 9130 adds 10 for a cor- 1'y erk’s game for the 
rect score and li 9130 deducts 
ee Heo ae ewer “| 46K Spectrum. And it’s easy to 

Note: listing oduced ,, Natelisuing was produced on! extend to make it even more 
printer/ploter, challenging 

How it works 
10-290 start gam Phot eli REM  &XODD ONE OuT&x 
sats al 20 REN =k R,W.PERKS &* 
prairie. 30 BORDER 2: PAPER 1: CLS : INK 7 
700-740 collect 4@ PRINT AT aun" 

career 58 PRINT AT 
1000-3590 a 6@ PRINT AT 
9000-9095 wer Th rp 78 PRINT AT 
9110-9190 score, chieck 88 PRINT AT 
900-9970 PRINT AT 

DIM bs(a,11) 
35@ PRINT : FOR n=] TO o 
360 PRINT “What is your name,player no 

1@8 PRINT AT 1355 
118 PRINT AT 14,5 

120 PRINT AT 15,5 
13@ INK 7: PLOT 7,2: DRAW 241,80: 

+161: DRAW -241,0: DRAW @,-161 
14@ GO SUB 9400 
16@ PAUSE 15@ 
178 CLS : PAPER 6: INK @: CLS 

182 PRINT AT 3,93 PAPER 2; INK 73" ODD 

37@ INPUT b$(n) 
382 PRINT b$(n) 
398 NEXT n 
41@ GO TO 728 
5@@ CLS : PAPER 4: 

ONE OuT " INK @: CLS J game command 
19@ PRINT AT 6,@;"The object of the gam 51@ PRINT 

e is for a player to identify the odd it 528 PRINT 
“Your scores 

are as follows :— 

53@ PRINT 

54@ FOR n=] TO a 
55@ PRINT b$(n)C.TO 11) 
562 PRINT “You have scored "jp(n) 

PRINT 

NEXT ni PRINT "Press any key to con 

em in a series of four items." 
200 PRINT AT 10,0;"These four items wil 

1 be shown on the sereen,when the odd o 

ne is recognised gress any key" 
218 PRINT AT 14,@;"You score 1@ for eac 

h correct answer and lose 5 for each 
incorrect answer" 

238 PRINT AT 20,03" Press any key to c 
ontinue,..." 

290 PAUSE @ 
302 CLS : PAPER 5: INK 1? CLS 
310 PRINT “How many players are there ? 

59@ PAUSE @: PAUSE 25: RETURN 

6@@ CLS : PAPER 1: INK 7: BORDER 1: CLS 

61@ FOR n=168 TO 48 STEP -48 

628 PLOT 7,n: DRAW 241,@: DRAW @,-28: D 

RAW -241,8: DRAW 8,28 
328 INPUT a 
338 DIM pla) 
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638 NEXT n 119 RETURN 
640 PRINT AT 2,23"1"3AT 7:23"2"3AT 12,2] | 1200 LET x=6 
"3" 53AT 17,2574" 1210 LET w$=" MAN CHILD MORTEMMERIDIEM" 
65@ PRINT AT 20,0;"PLAYER NO "3k 3"-" jbs 122@ LET e=2 

1230 LET y$="post..." 
RETURN 124@ RETURN 
FOR k=] TO a 125@ LET x=5 
GO SUB 628 1268 LET w$="BEAM ARCH LIGHTSUSPENSION" 
LET c=1+INT CRND*3) 1278 LET e=3 
LET d=1+INT CRND*12) 1280 LET y$="types of bridges” 
GO SUB (ck100)+(dx58) 128@ RETURN 
PRINT AT 2, INT ((3172)-(x72))3u8¢ T] | 1300 LET x=5 

1310 LET w$=" MEM KAPPA BETAALPHA” 
INPUT "Enter(1Jnext word(2)guess(3) 1328 LET e=1 

it 1338 LET y$="the Greek alphabet..." 
IF #=3 THEN GO TO 900@ 1348 RETURN 
IF {=2 THEN GO TO 9100 135 LET x=8 
IF 23 THEN GO TO 760 136@ LET w$=" SHUTTER DOOR LENS APE 
PRINT AT 7, INT ((3172)-(x72)) su8Cxt | | RTURE” 
2x2) 1378 LET e=2 
INPUT “Enter (1)next word(2)ouess(3) | |138@ LET y$="parts of a camera..." 
aah 139@ RETURN 
IF {#3 THEN GO TO 9080 1400 LET x=8 
IF {=2 THEN GO TO 9100 141@ LET w$=" BORON PROTON NEUTRONELE 
IF {23 THEN GO TO 82a 
PRINT AT 12, INT (€3172)-(x72)) 3u$(1 
TO xx3) LET y$="parts of an atom 
INPUT “Enter (1Jnext word(2)quess(3) RETURN 

nyt i LET x=6 
IF {=3 THEN GO TO Sea0 LET w$="UJOLET GREEN PANSYINDIGO" 
IF #=2 THEN GO TO 9100 LET e=3 
IF {23 THEN GO TO 840 LET y$="colours of the rainbow" 
PRINT AT 17,INT (€3172)-Cx72)) 3481 RETURN 
To ) LET x=13 
INPUT "Enter (2Jouess(3)te li" sf 151@ LET w$=" PTERANODON TYRANNOSAURUS 
IF {=3 THEN GO TO 9000 TRICERATOPS DIPLODOCUS “ 
IF f=2 THEN GO TO 9108 1520 LET e=1 

GO TO 88a 153@ LET y$="land bound dinosaurs, 
LET x=6 154@ RETURN 
LET w$="TENNISMOWER COLLARBALL" 1558 LET x=3 
LET e=4 156@ LET w$=" APOLLO POSEIDONAPHRODITE 
LET y$="laun...” JUPITER " 
RETURN 1570 LET e=4 
LET x=4 1588 LET y$="Greek (not Roman?) Gods...” 
LET w$="PEALMEALTEA ROOT" 159@ RETURN 
LET e=3 2088 LET x=3 
LET y$="square,.." 2018 LET w=" M1 ESP16W23" 
RETURN 2028 LET e 
LET x=5 2038 LET y$="sequence of the alphabetla= 
LET w$="CROWN CAP HAT BRIDGE” 103 
LET e=3 2048 RETURN 
LET y$="they are dentistry terms" 2050 LET x=4 
RETURN 2068 LET w$="3223411422241143" 
LET x=3 2078 LET e 
LET w$="NEW YORK LONDON = PARIS. 2088 LET y$="adds to 18 ,not 9..." 

2098 RETURN 
1170 LET e=1 2108 LET x=6 
1188 LET y$="they are capital cities,” 2118 LET w$="LOMOND, TAY NESS CRUMMOCK" 
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LET e=4 

LET y$="loch 

RIBBLE CLYDE HULL TEESDALE 

LET e=2 
LET y$="English rivers..." 
RETURN 

LET x=4 
LET w$="FIREFOWLNET LIFE" 
LET e=3 

LET y$=" wild...” 
RETURN 

LET x=? 

LET w$="MARINERVIKING JUPITERDANE” 

LET e=4 

LET y$="American space satellites... 

RETURN 

CYMBAL DRUM ACHE LOBE" 

LET y#="ear.. 

RETURN 

LET x=5 

LET w$=" REP FLOORACTORWALL" 

LET e=3 

GOODJOKEDESKPAPER" 

LET y$=",..neus 

RETURN 

LET x=3 

LET w$="111011211001" 

LET e=3 

LET y$="binary.." 
RETURN 

LET x=4 

LET w$="MOONSUN GOODTUES" 

STOPTHENNEXTSTEP” 

LET y$="symble shifted commands" 
RETURN 

LET x=4 

LET w$="LIVEGOODEVILUILE” 

LET e=2 
LET y$="the letters L-I-U-E...” 
RETURN 

LET x=4 

LET w$="WINEPORTFOREMIDSHIPS" 

LET ewl 

LET y$="parts of a dinghy... 

RETURN 

LET x=6 

LET w$="SPHERECIRCLE CONE PYRAMID" 

three dimensional shapes.. 

RETURN 

LET x=2 

LET w$="XUXXXLXR" 

LET e=4 

LET y$="Roman numerals..." 

RETURN 

LET x=S 

LET w$="KILO POUNDMILLIMICRO” 
LET e 

LET y$="....9ram" 

RETURN 

BAND PLANTBATONDINGHY" 

LET y$="rubber., 
RETURN 

LET x=S 

LET w$="CAUVE HOUSEHEAD ABOUT" 
LET e=1] 

LET y$="round..." 

RETURN 
LET x=S 

LET w$="SHAKETOOTHMOVE PUDDING" 

LET e=3 

LET y$="milk...” 
RETURN 

LET x=6 
LET w$=" ARCTIC ANTARTICATLANTICPAC| 

LET e=2 
LET y$=",..,.0cean" 
RETURN 
LET x=4 
LET w$="RUSEBAD USERSURE" 
LET e=2 
LET y$="the letters U-R-S-E..." 

RETURN 
PRINT AT 2, INT ((3172)-Cx72)) ;u8C T 

PRINT AT 7, INT (€(3172)-Cx72)) jw$(xt 

xk2) 
PRINT AT 12, INT (€3172)-(Cx72)) ju$(1 

TO xx3) 

PRINT AT 17, INT ((3172)-(x72)) ju$(1 
TO ) 

PRINT. AT 20,03e3" was the odd oneyt 
ink was,.” 
PRINT AT 21,83 

9268 GO SUB 3400 
9878 PAUSE 158 
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9888 GO SUB 580 PRINT AT 17,2;"Press 8 to play agai 

9098 IF k=a THEN LET k=8 
9095 NEXT k 

9118 INPUT “What is your guess—1,2,3,0r4 

enh INPUT + 

9126 IF h<>e THEN PRINT AT 28,8;"Sorry, IF i<7 OR i>S3 THEN GO TO 9260 

you were wrong";? PAUSE SQ IF i=? THEN GO SUB 5@@: GO TO 3200 

9138 IF h<e THEN LET p(k)=p(k)-5: GOS IF i=8 THEN RUN 
GO SUB 94228 

cLS : STOP 
BEEP @.3,@: BEEP @.3,6: BEEP 8.3,3: 

PAUSE 18 
9418 BEEP @.3,0: BEEP @.3,6: BEEP @.3,12 
2 PAUSE 18 

9428 BEEP @.3,15: BEEP 0.3,12: BEEP 2.3, 

BEEP @,3,12: BEEP @.1,9: BEEP @.1,6: 
PAUSE 18 

943@ BEEP @,1,3: BEEP @.1,@: PAUSE 10 
944@ BEEP @.3,6: PAUSE S: BEEP 8,3,3: PA 
USE S: BEEP @.3,2@ 

9458 RETURN 

9468 BEEP @.3,6: PAUSE S: BEEP @,3,3: PA 

USE 5: BEEP @.3,0 
9478 RETURN 

NOW Bini 

PRINT AT 28,0;"Press 3 to end the 9 

UB 628: GO TO 758 
LET pCkJ=p(k)+18 

GO SUB 9462 
IF p(k)>#1@@ THEN GO TO 9200 
GO TO 9@80 
CLS : GO SUB 69a 
GO SUB 9408 
PRINT AT~2,23"THE GAME HAS BEEN WON 

PRINT AT 7,23"Player no."3kj"..0."3 

924@ PRINT AT 12,2;"Press 7? to see the s 

cores" 

Symbolic 

I This super game is ROW available trom branches of 
W.H. SMITH * and BOOTS. 

Manage your own team in this exciting game of skill which 
vividly captures the drama and excitement of real football 

FEATURES INCLUDE 
* 4 DIVISIONS * FA. CUP * PROMOTION & RELEGATION + 

* TRANSFER MARKET + TEAM SELECTION + 
= SAVE GAME FACILITY #** AND MUCH MORE! * 
WHAT THE PRESS SAY ABOUT IT-— 

foot war FOOTBALL 

The Advertising Standards Authority." 
Ifan advertisement is wrong. we're here to put it right. 

‘ASA.Ld. Brook House Tomngton Place London WCIE THN. 
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Gold Digger 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 
Blaby Computer Games, 
Crossways House, Lutterworth 
Road, Blaby, Leicester 

This offering is a tunneling game 
in which you must dig. through 
rock, collecting gold nuggets as 
you go. Your progress is imped- 
ed by three gnashers that follow 
you through the tunnels and cat 
you if they catch you. 

When you have managed to 
feed three miners to the 
gnashers, the game is ended. Ad 
ditional features are that you can 
block tunnels by dislodging 
lunderground rocks, or drop the 
rocks onto the gnashers to gain 
bonus points 

The whole game is a sort of 
underground PacMan, where 
gold bars take the place of the 
fruit and the gnashers double for 

Rabbit, 380 Station Road, Har: 
row HAL 2DE 

style arcade game with the varia 
tion of an underwater theme. 

Cuthbert Goes 
Walkabout 
Dragon £8 

Microdeal, 41 Truro Road, St 
Austell, Cornwall PL2S SJE 

Cuthbert? Why do” most 
microcharacters have such soppy 
names? Regardless, this is one of 
those maddeningly’simple games 
which you can’t put down. 

A line grid of seven by five is 
drawn and you control Cuthbert 
in his rambling around the grid, 
Each square you complete is col 
oured in, Colour all 35 squares 
and you move onto the next 
sheet 

You start with five lives and 
get a bonus life for each sheet 
completed. This would be fine, 
except for the Moronians who 
chase Cuthbert around the 
screen, three on the first sheet in. 
creasing by one for successive 

And Al 
Because... 

Dragon £6.95 
B&H Software, Dept C1, 208 
King St, Cottingham, Hull 

The only clue to the object of this 
game was the title — and I 
couldn't wait to find out what 
lay behind it. 

Tt turns out to be based on a 
highly original theme (for com- 

Pakacuda is based on a PacMan~ 

the ghosts. I think that the ran- 
dom tunnels produced by this 
game are an improvemem on 
PacMan’s fixed grid/maze. 

A high score feature is provid 
ed, as is a variable speed (1-9). 
On Speed 1, it’s extremely fast 
Speed 9 is provided. specifically 
for young children. 

The graphics are good and it’s 
fun to play, but one disappoin: 
ting aspect Of the game is that it 
is possible to find a screen posi- 
tion where the gnashers never 
find you. You can just sit there 
and watch the stupid creatures 
explore every tunnel except the 
‘one you are in. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Kak Kk * 

The maze is made from the 
standard characters obtainable 
directly from the keyboard — 
nothing special here! 

The four octopuses, which 
take over from the traditional 
ghosts, and your Pakacuda are 
sprites, neither of which are of 
high display standard 

‘The sound effects are very 
poor. They are more likely to 

sheets. You can jump. over 
Moronians but contact destroys 
both you and them 

Graphics and colour are used 
effectively and sound is also us- 
ed, but | found it iritating after 
few plays — thank goodness 
You can turn it down 

The cassette insert is colourful 
with detailed instructions and 
background, the program loaded 
easily and ‘has ‘an option for 
black and white TV and a 
joystick. A high score hall of 
fame is provided for scores of 
$00 plus. Excuse me, just going 
for? a walkabout 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kkk kk 

puter games anyway), of trying 
to deliver a box of ‘Milky Chocs* 
before the lady returns home. 

Unfortunately, though, it’s 
not quite as simple as that, as 
various hazards have to be over: 
come and time is always running 
short! 

The hazards employ some very 
amusing hi-res graphics and are 
in nine stages, with varying levels 
of difficulty. I found cross- 
country horse riding, hang 
sliding, swinging from ski-lifts 

Action 
games with 
a difference 

Here our review panel takes a 
look at some new faces, plus 
some old faces in new guises 

give you ear-ache than add any 
excitement to the game. 
Lam a great fan of PacMan 

and have seen many versions of 
the game. This version did not 
‘manage to hold my attention for 
‘more than a total of 10 minutes. 

brief to say the least — 1 found 
them printed on the cassette inlay 
card, 1 will say one thing for the 
‘game though, it loaded perfectly 

KL. 

instructions 
This program is not, in my playability 

opinion, worth considering if graphics 
u're looking for an action Value for money 

dame. | found it deadly boring Sd a Gull as could be very ‘The instructions were 

maietive, fast and it 
ats. near to arcade 
standard as makes no diffe once 

st 
jcrodeal, 41 Truro Road, S 

Mictell, Cornwall PL25 
SJE 

¢ with 
A new arcade-type 8 il 

A nee ‘graphics, and super’ 

hicres guaranteed to keep YOu at 

fe tnvaders WTOEROUT iow yin 
A neat vist 10 the Invades Toy, a ite et ne BE 

theme making yOu TMs Sey the saucer. have {0.610 Gary ships 
vivor, 20%. Hest played laser base 4! As you 

tand the red mother-
ship 

dreaded humans: aceanvader th 0 

Mey chs ame, Domes MR ik 
ings lasers mes CO 

me and it really des 

Screen filled with action. TWoroushly MORES! aged 8) he fi so, destroy. th 
ime rowling the space 

wach sary enhances 
the com- playability 

100% 

Sahive ‘aspect. Those suffering ate ieee 
ie 

Prom. sore fire-button thumbs value 

Tey which freezes the screen, 

‘and motorcycle jumping par- instructions 80% 
ticularly hard to master! playability 90% 

‘Only four keys are needed, graphics 90% 
although why the arrow keys for value for mone} 80% 
ieft and right movement were not 
used is a mystery. 

Apart from this and one or 
two minor spelling errors, this is 
a highly entertaining game for all 
the family. There is also a high 
score table feature 10 encourage 
competition, although B & H 
Software always starts off in the 
Top ten positions! EC. 
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tr) | Yr Td |  ) 
VAR IER la 

MICROSPHERE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD 
72 ROSEBERY ROAD LONDON NiO 2LA 

TELEPHONE 01-885 9411 

EVOLUTION (48K Spectrum) 
Can you trace the course of evolution tom the primordial soup toman. keeping 
a balanced world and surviving the odd disaster as you go ? 
Should be easy. ..allerall ifs been done belore! 

Only £8.98. 
OMNICALC (48k Spectrum) 

‘The best Spectrum spreadsheet you can buy, Written in machine code to be 
faster. togive you more spacelor data, andtoaliow morelealures tobe included. 
itis guaranteed uncrashable. 
“f more programs shared the quality of OMNICALC. then we might see more 
Spectrums in offices” Home Computing Weekly 3/5/83 
1 idea! for someone whohas/ust found he spreadsheet concept. but tis also 
1 very powerful too! for anyone who has used one proviousiy 

‘Sinclaw User June 1983, 
Complete with comprenensive manual £9.05 

ZXSIDEPRINT (Spectrum & 2X81 versions) 
Use 2X-Sideprint to print sideways, giving you 80/132 ete characters per line 

(State version reqch €4.95 
CREVASSE & HOTFOOT (any Spectrum) 

Can you make it across the ice-cap whilst chasms open and close al 
(F, help the rabbit got to fields Tull of carots ~ bul remember! the 
rabbit. the greater the danger 

2 original games for onty £4.98 
new! ‘THE TRAIN GAME (any Spectrum) 
First there were model railways. then there were computers. Now Mic 
‘gives you bath in one. 
Featuring passenger. goods & express tr 
turntable bonus games, colisions: derailment 
thing else you expect Irom a major railway! 
Two tack layouts on each cassette, Superb money 

issengers. and every 

Only £8.95, 

* * * DRAGON/ORIC 
WORDPROCESSOR * * * 

Fed up with game playing??? Turn your Oric-1 48K or Dragon-32 into a word 
processor for only £17.28. Our cassette based WP is menu and cursor driven. 
The main options are 
CREATE EDIT RETRIEVE SAVE PRINT 
RENAME VERIFY (Dragon only) TAPEPRINT 
Other features include character and bulk delete, tabulation, auto repeat (Even 
‘on the Dragon!), a printer menu enabling you to specify your document format 
independent of text entry, and save of print format with document. This WP is 
suitable for any printer which can be interfaced to the O 4c of Dragon-32. Hear 
what the reviews say 

“All in all a very well written and documented piece of software"? — 
ORIC SOFTWARE. “Easy to use. Clear documentation. Works well with 
Microline, Epson and Seikosha printers" — DRAGON USER 
‘The JUNIPER COMPUTING WP is available from good computer dealers, or 
direct from ourselves, for £17.25, including operating manual 
CHEAP PRINTERS!!! FREE DELIVERY 
We are now able to offer the following very special prices on printers 

Star DPS10 80 col, 100cps, F/T, 2.3K butter 
Star DPSIS 136 col, 100cps, F/T, 2.3K buffer 458.85 335.00 (Yes 335.00!) 
Shinwa CTI CP80 80 col, 80 22.38 
Star STX80 80 col, 60<ps, Fri 149.98 
MCP40 4 colour printer plott $149.98 
Seikosha GP100-A 247.28 215.00 
Epson FX80 80 col, 168eps, F/T, 2K butler $70.00 
Epson RX80 80 col, 100cps, tractor 2.70 

COMPUTERS — NEW LOW PRICE 
FREE DELIVERY 

Orie-1 48K 139.99 
Dragon 32 172.00 
CBM 64 25.0 
All prices include VAT and delivery to UK mainland. Prices subject to change 
‘without notice. Please send cheque or PO with order. ACCESS accepted. Send 
for our FREE DRAGON/ORIC software list 

JUNIPER COMPUTING 
8 Pembroke Green, Lea, Malmesbury, Wilts SNI6 9PB. 
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GALAXY 

LOOK NEW LOW PRICES 
TI99/4A £109.95 
Extended Basic $9.95 Editor/Assembler 59.95 
‘Chess 29.95 Dragon Mix 22.95 
Adventure/Pirate 26.50 Alien Addition 22.95 
All Adventures 13.95 Mini Memory 59.95 
Speech Synthesiser 42.95 Music Maker 25.50 
Chisholm Trail 17.50 Invaders 17.50 
Terminal Emulator 46.95 Parsec 25.50 
‘99er Monthly Magazine 

Speech Editor £17.50 

individual copies or by subscription 
LANTERN CASSETTE SOFTWARE 

Battlestar Attack £10.00 Blasteroids 
Operation Moon 10.00 Character Generator 
Scrolmaster 10.00 Ascot Stakes 
Pearl Diver 8.00 Code Breaker 
All orders over £25 receive a £1 gift voucher! 

TEXAS CC40 COMPUTER £179.95 
PLUS MANY MORE PROGRAMMES 

(Dealer enquires welcome) 
Remember! There are no extra charges at Galaxy. 

All prices include VAT and postage. Send SE for full list. Send 
cheque with order or phone or use Barclaycard or Access. 

New Tl-user Magazine 

60 High Street, Maidstone Kent 
mas Telephone: (0622) 682575 & 679265 

YAHTCEE.. 

one or more players and features superb 
graphics to enhance your enjoyment. 

YAHTCEE is Fascinating, Absorbing & 
| Challenging. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Order YAHTCEE Today for only 

£7.95 incl and get a ten game 
cassette FREE 

ia 



One of the 
all-time arcade 
favourites, 
Bomber, 
is brought 
to the 
Commodore 64 
by Rossa 
Phelan 

Manhattan is my version of the 
arcade favourite in which you 
have to bomb buildings so your 
original aircraft can land. 

Here are a couple of hints on 
play: try to drop two bombs per 
pass from the outset and don’t 
worry about the high buildings 
until you have to. 

The control symbols in lines 
20-50, 850-880 and 1000-1050 are 
alternately reverse on and reverse 
off. 

Felines 10) ananennnenenens 
Je Paintoeccr) vou fae Toe PILOT OF ee painrerc ay"Wr CRIPPLED FERPUME™ Hie PRINTSPCCa) Maton bg TD LR” {ge PRinTspccas "mage y= 
sae Pauntapecr) "mo te 

CAO 2DORNDC 42 BeBe 
CaINT CCX) -2)AROBC1) 262 BMI CC O29 WAIL TDI64 

SSSSIRAPBRASIARBR AES Pox, 

ia 

2283 Bee 
eunuuRaee7aa33 
bet 

bas 

i ! | PouERNs=A96P), 182 NE > PORE 168. £5: POCERK = 4BNCD 

SRRERERO EY 
ae 
ELF eae i 
mt 

4 i 
Tare sara. 12'Poe 272.216 

TO S:POCERYoK=< 600), 182:NEXTP PORERYOK= 268.55 POCERTON=C408C), 214 
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or jeT99(3) 9 GET INSTRETIONS Se fetne Ieee es 

What the reviewers say 
The descriptions are so good that 

few players could fail to be ensnared 
by the realism of the mythical worlds 
where they are the hero or heroine 
The booklet supplied with each 
program is very helpful. Extensive 
information is Supplied about the 
game scenario, saving your current 
Position on tape and there are hints 
about the sort of words which are 
understood by the computer. Each of 
the games has a vocabulary of about 
200 words 
The Level 9 programs are great fun to. 
play, and plenty happens to keep you 
bemused and amused for hours on 
end. 

for 

ATARI 400/800 32k BBC 32k 

COMMODORE 64 LYNX 4k 

NASCOM 32k ORIC 42k 

SPECTRUM 43k 380Z 32x 

These games are very much bigger 
than normal adventures that you can 
buy. They cost £9.90 each and may 
Wwelliakeyournonths toeoivel - Which Micro & Software Review, 

August 

‘A minor miracle of programming” 
‘An impressive suite of adventures, 

They are always a pleasure to play” 
~ Popular Computing Weekly, 12 May & 

23 June 

1) Colossal Adventure 
The classic original “Adventure” 

5 with all the original puzzles plus 
a complete new Master Game. 

2) Adventure Quest 
x} An epic puzzle journey through Middle 

Earth, 
fi “WS Send order, or SAE 
for catalogue, describing your micro, 
to: 

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING 

iri Dept H, 229 Hughenden Road 

Welcome High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5PG 

SETETETETETET ETE NEN ENE NEEL EEE EEE 
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3) Dungeon Adventure 
A truly massive game with over 100 
puzzles to solve. 

Dealer 

ENE NEVE NE NENG ENEVENENENENENENENE 
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Games of the unexpected 
for the unafraid... 
THE WHITE BARROWS 
Somewhere amid this maze of burial chambers lurks an Evil 
‘Sorcerer whom you need to trap. Trouble is, he’s protected 
by Trolls, Dwarves, Serpents and the occasional Dragon or two! 
Your magic staff will block the tunnel to prevent him 
escaping unless, that is, he outwits you. 
A real brain twister, White Barrows requires both brains 
and brawn from its players. It’s no good just hacking 
your way through the Barrows and hoping to fall over 
the Sorcerer. Eventually you'll meet a Dragon, and 
they don’t hack easily! You'll need all your strength 
and cunning to survive this one for long. 
THE WHITE BARROWS Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

CELLS AND SERPENTS 
More monsters than you ever thought could live 
behind your keyboard. Wander the hills in search 
of gold and glory but be very, very careful where 
you tread! There are things here that will make 
your wildest nightmares look like Julie Andrews. 
Fancy meeting a Mind Flyer, for example? Or how 
about shaking hands with an Asmodeus? (You'll 
only do that once!) Treasure is here to be found 
though. . . the hard way. 

See just how good you really are at 
adventuring with this practically unsurvivable 
fantasy. Not for the faint of heart or the slow of 
sword. 
CELLS AND SERPENTS Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

** SPECIAL DEAL ** 
Both programs for only £11.46 all inclusive! 

Our Adventure Series programs are available on 
tape for the following systems. 
Commodore VIC-20 (not available for White 
Barrows), Commodore PET, Sharp MZ-80A and 
MZ-80K, Tandy TRS-80 Model 1, BBC Model B 
or 32K Model A, Atari 400 and 800, Sinclair 48K 
2X Spectrum. 

ASP Software, ASP Ltd, | am enclosing my Cheque/Postal Order/Money Order 
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE (delete as necessary) for £ (payable to ASP Ltd) 

OR Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 
Please send me . . . tape(s) of the following programs: 
The White Barrows --@£6.50each —_ Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include your postcode 
CellsandSerpents...............-@£6.50each © NAME(Mr/Ms) Ne tke earn 
Both tapes at special price only£11.45 | ADDRESS. ‘ 
Mysystemisa ..........s....++s+-- Computer 9... .--- 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME Signature 



WITH YOUR OCTOBER 
ISSUE OF 

THE PCT SHAPE MAKER 
ant to design your own graphics characters but don't know how? 

Then don't miss your FREE PCT SHAPE MAKER in our October issue. This specially designed 
tid telisyou howto draw up your own individually created graphics characters on this 

You can make unlimited use of the PCTSHAPE MAKER because the card's surlace canbe 
written on and wiped off, once you have incorporated your character into 
your program. 
To make’ errs riots Mey aac ans make sure to get your copy of PERSONAL 
COMPUTING 

On sale at newsagents from September 2. 

PLEASE SEND ME Name 
[|_ Tek for further information Address Sr 

C vic 20 PRODUCTS Vic 20 16K RAM PACK ah 
i] oty Price TOTAL ‘| enclose Cheque, P/O for 4 
1 OC COMMODORE 64 £28.95] | CREDIT CARD © ACCESS BARCLAYCARD 

Al prces subeet to CI ICU J Tacit or ange wont rvce = I 

' SEAWFEER) 206 sighurthd, Aighurth LiverpoollIZ0517277267 | 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Killer Gorilla 
BBC B £7.95 

Program Power, 8/8a Regent 
Street, Chapel Allerton, Leeds 
LS7 4PE 

Put on your hard hat and wellies, 
rush along {0 the building site 
and rescue the fair maiden from 
the clutches of King Kong's 
brother. 

You'll need quick reactions to 
play Program Power's version of 
this game that sends your hero 
climbing about a partly built 
skyscraper, gathering the young 

ly's dropped possessions as he 
goes. 

Just to make life more in: 
teresting, the gorilla keeps 
throwing ‘down a constant bar. 
rage of building site debris to 
obstruct the rescuer’s climb. 

Points are awarded for a 
speedy rescue and the number of 
reclaimed possessions. As with 

Pennant, 29 Hounds Road, 
Chipping Sodbury, Bristol BS17 

Q 
The name of this program is also 
the nickname of Manchester 
United football team, and they 

Crazy Painter 
TRS-80 Models 

1& 
£12 

Microdeal, 41 Truro Road, St 
Austel, Cornwall PL25 SJE 

The advertisement for this game 
does not, in my opinion, do the 
product justice. The object of the 
game is to paint the screen of the 
TRS-80 white, using the arrow 
keys or a joystick if available. 

There is a dog that occasional- 
ly appears on the right of the 
Screen and walks across your 
paintwork leaving black paw- 
prints. There is also a puppy that 
holds” a turpentine bucket, a 
snake and a turpentine bucket 

Bombs Away 
TI-99/4A 

(Extended 
BASIC) 

es 
Lantern Software, 4 Haffenden 
Road, Tenterden TN30 6QD 
There are no instructions with 
this 6K city-bombing-type pro- 
gram, but initially the task is to 

‘most games of this type, comple- 
tion of one level is rewarded by 
being placed in an even more dif- 
ficult situation for 

Excellent. graphics and sound 
effects with good use of colour. I 
think the effect is better if the in- 
terlace is turned off, though, as 
this stops the screen judder. J.W. 

instructions 0% 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kk e x * 

share in common. the tactic of 
‘obstructing the opponent! 

Little red men multiply rapidly 
on the screen blocking your way 
as you travel between the castles 
at the four corners of the screen, 
where you pick up points. 

If you become surrounded, 
you might be able to use an 
escape hole, otherwise all you 

that you can only clin 
it is not flashing 

In addition to the normal pro: 
cess of gaining points for stopp: 
ing the dog, leading the snake in. 
to the turpentine bucket and 
painting the screen white, the 
game has the additional features 
of sound, pausing a game while 
in play and very fast action. 

To me the game has a touch of 
Pac Man about it and would pro- 
bably appeal to those who liked 
that game. One or two people 
may play on a variety of skill 
levels. 

inate when 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

raze to the ground 23 variable- 
height Empire State Buildings in 
forder to land your aircraft safe- 
ly 

Having performed. this suc 
cessfully” you. are then taken 
Through a range of nine other 
Scenarios, each. involving. the 
destruction of obstacles 10 your 
tanding 

When you complete the tenth, 
you are iavited to g0 round again 

Non-violent 
forms of 
action 

Action games don’t have to 
involve death and destruction. 
Here our reviewers rate five 

peaceful games 

can do is to give up by pressing 
ESC’ 

The instructions provided are 
very limited, but as the game is 
simple, this proved no real pro: 
blem. 

The display is colourful, and a 
variety of sound effects add in: 
terest to the game, However, the 
all-BASIC program may be a lit 

piver Pearly A 

Lantern Software, 
Road, Tenter 

11 Diver must be 
Pear! Rerion of Fons 
atc, must ive 10 
ing aera 
they also N 
Cyemures that 

the sea 
before their 

it. But that’s not all — 
‘ave to avoid the sea 

swim across their 

tle slow-moving for arcade game 
enthusiasts. 

instructions 
playability 
Braphics 
value for money 

A choi 
make this qui 
play, but it is ct 
ed 

instr 
playability 
graphics 

the under- 

i supply is 
ounds ani 
Failure to 

game em 

at a greater degree of difficulty 
(1 would have expected more 
than fen scenarios.) It can be 
quite frustrating when simple 
mistakes force you to begin 
afresh! 

A running score of the destruc: 
tion is displayed, being higher ac- 
cording to the degree of difficul- 
ty selected at the game's beginn- 
ing (I: easiest, 10: hardest). 

Colourful use of graphics is 
made, and despite the speed 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 6 September 

ds when NO 

limitations of 

not t00 slow 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Value for money 

even Version 110 
Extended BASIC, movement is 

DN. 

30% 
60% 
60% 
60% 

‘of two. skill levels 
re enjoyable 10 
certainly overph 

0% 
75% 
70% 
30% 
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‘The ACTION game with the thrills of real football 
‘Choose your team formations from 32:5, 424, or 442 
When the game starts it’s up to you to plan your moves and outwit your 
opponents. See the results played out by fast machine code routines on 
a birds-eye view of the pitch, 
‘Make the split second decisions that the professionals have to! 
‘Shall | make the short safe pass and maybe let the defence regroup? 
(Or do | try a long defence:splitting ball and risk an interception? 
Has my winger got the speed to take on the full back and beat him? 
0 | try a long shot and catch the goalie off his line? 
Or shall | give the ball to a team-mate in a better position? 
‘The more games of “Star Soccer” that you play. the more skillful you will become. 
‘You'll learn how to set up the goalscoring opportunities, and how to get yourself 
‘out of tight corners. You'll develop your own style of play and find out which 
formation suits you best. 
Side 1 features a SUPER LEAGUE competition 
between 8 top British sides. Aberdeen, Aston Villa, Celtic, Liverpool, 
Manchester United, Rangers Spurs and West Ham. 28 games in all and the 
League Table is automatically maintained for you. 
Side 2 replays the WORLD CUP finals. t's a knock-out competition 
‘between England, Scotland, N.Ireland, Italy, West Germany, France, Brazil 
‘and Argentina, Lots of excitement with sudden-death extra time in drawn games 

It’s amazing how so much is packed into 16K! 

Available for ZX Spectr and ZX81 
i sei ONLY £5.95 {Please state which machine when ordering) 

Watson Software Services Ltd.@ept. .’) 
1, Ivy Cottages, Long Road West, Dedham, Essex CO7 6EL 

Trade enquiries welcome news 

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 

PILOT £5.95 
A great new flight simulation game for the unexpanded 
TI99/4A. Graphics display of landing strip and terrain map, 
plus updated instrument panel. Options for take-off, landing 
or in flight. Full instructions included, Graphics and sound. 
TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK £5.95 
35 program sof the unexpanded T199/4A, including 3D Maze, 
Lunar Lander, Caterpillar, Horse Race, Invader, Morse Code, 
Arithmetic, Alien Attack, Organ, Evasion and many more. 

Send cheque or PO or telephone with Access/Visa. for 
immediate despatch. Please add S0p p&p to orders under £7 

Orders over £7 post free. 
APEX SOFTWARE 

8, Crescent Drive South, Brighton BN2 6SB | | 
‘Tel: Brighton (0273) 36894 

It’s easy 
to complain 

about 

The Advertising Standards Authority." 
Han advertisement is wrong. we're here to put it right. 

[ASA Ltd. rok Hruse Jorngton Pace. London WCIE 7HN. 
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SALIFORNI 
GOLD RUSH 
HOWDEE PARDNERS 

THIS here’s Prospector Jake, | sure am havin’ 
‘one helluva time tryin’ to peg my claim with them 
Injuns a hoot-in’ and a hollerin’ all over this here 
territory. 

Can YOU help Jake oeg his claim, dodge the 
arrows, avoid the tomahawks, n’ plant his 
Dynamite 2... You CAN! 

YIPPEE. . . You need all your skill & 
CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH. . .NOW 

for COM 64, Spectrum 48, & Dragon 
Amazing Arcade Action for £7.95 incl. 

‘SPECIAL OFFER: Order California Gold Rush NOW 
and get a 10 game cassette ABSOLUTELY FREE_. 

JANA, 

Nearly 400 Programmes 
IN STOCK 

= for our Price List 

CLW. SONAL 
COMPUTERS 

Unit 19, Daniel Owen Precinct, Mold, CH7 1AP. 
Telephone: Mold 56842 

400 inc BASIC £140 

800 £290 
ATARI 48K Lynx £215 

COMMODORE 64 £225 
ORIC 1 48K £139.99p 

Phone Orders Welcome on 0352-56842 

Postage & Packaging FREE 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE Please ring for details: 
Tenclose cheque/P.O. for £ 
‘or please debit my Access Card No. 

Gis CEE Tal | 



easily. 

result. 

written by 
under the Stainless label, 

software companies. 

ai 
utilitie 
ing tutor. 

some duplicat 
the 

Group. 

work as bank clerks — 

Barclays. 

banks, they ar 

proceeds from Stainless. 

Stephen Shaw is a great fan of 
the TI, whose solution to the soft- 
ware shortage was to set up his 
‘own company to get hold. of 
some. Stainless Software, the 
UK's largest independent sup- 
plier of TI programs, was the 

jess’s. current catalogue 
ists 71 programs. Of these, 26 are 

UK_ programmers 

other 45 are imported from a 
selection of North American TI 

There's 
something in there for all tastes 

le games, mind games, 

Stephen and his wife Cathy run 
the software business from a cor- 
ner of the dining room in their 
1920s semi at 10 Alstone Road, 
Stockport. From. this modest 
base they deal with orders, do 

jing, and produce 
jainless catalogue — which 

also acts as a kind of newsletter, 
with information on cassette 

care, and details of the TI User 

During the day, they both 
jephen at 

Williams and Glyns, and Cathy at 

But though they both work in 
n't exact 

laughing all the way to one on the 

Stephen Shaw — a true TI enthusiast 

Britain's biggest independent 
Til software dealer is a dining- 

room business. Candice 
Goodwin talked to Stephen 

Shaw, who's a bank clerk by day 
and runs Stainless Software in 

the evening 

turnover is “big enough to 
register for VAT’” — more than 
£18,000 — buta the first quarter 
‘of 1983, Stephen says Stainless 
made a small loss. 

“With only 20,000 T1-99/4A 
‘owners it the UK, even my most 
popular game won't sell more 
than a couple of thousand 
copies," he explained. “*For- 
tunately, my interest is in the TL 
— the sales are really just to sup- 
port the user. I’m not in it for the 
money, so I sell at the best price I 
can — I deliberately keep my pro: 
fit margins low." Thus speaks a 
true enthusiast 

Stephen's interest in com- 

puting was first awakened 10 
years ago when Commodore an- 
nounced the PET. He said: “I've 
a fascination for science and 
maths, and though I'm not an 
academic sort, I like to apply 
logical principles. 1 saw com- 
puting as a way to do that.”” 

He sent off for details of the 
PET — and was “decisively ig- 
nored"’ by Commodore. But 
Texas Instruments had a store in 
Manchester where Stephen saw a 
forerunner of the present TI- 
99/4A. He borrowed the 

machine at weekends, and wrote 
to TI to find out more. inlike 
everyone else, TI did respond to 
letters", he recalls. 

He was attracted to the TI 
machine on several counts. “It’s 
easy to program it — the 
BASIC’s well arranged. It’s easy 
to hook it up to peripherals. For 
example, other computers have a 
difficult disc filing command. It’s 
very easy to use on the TI. And 

computer itself is neat and at- 
ive. It sits in the dining room 

very nicely.”” In October 1981, he 
finally got his hands on aT1 of his 
own. 

But despite being a charter 
member of the 99er, an American 
magazine for TI owners, and a 
founder member of the TI User 
Group, Stephen found there was 
“alot of information but no soft- 
ware’’ for the TI. 

After sending off to the US for 
programs for his own use, he 
decided to try and distribute US 
software in the UK himself. 
When he signed his first contract 
in June last year, with Not 
Polyoptics, there were a mere 100 
Tis in this country. 

The double life of 
Stainiess Software's 

Most TI-99/4A owners seem to 
agree that theirs is a wonderful 
machine — but the big problem 
is, you can’t get software for it 

With numbers like that, large 
software stocks just weren't on. 
So Stephen arranged to produce 
copies from a master tape sup- 
plied by the software company, 
and pay them a fixed percentage 
of the US price per copy — an ar- 
rangement which he still uses to- 
day. 

But he finds that “the price dif- 
ference is a problem” in selling 
software from the US, where 
consumers are used to paying 
$26-27 per program. Sometimes, 
Stephen ends up selling programs 
for less than their selling price in 
the US. 

Though he's sticking to his ex- 
isting US suppliers, Stephen is 
now trying to get hold of more 
material from UK software 
writers. He currently has two 
regular programmers and about 
10 or 11 others, most of which he 
‘got in contact with through the 
appeal for programs in his 
catalogue. 

Stephen has one regular dealer, 
Galaxy Software, but he's wary 
of retailers on the whole because 
he says: They want huge dis- 
counts, Whereas in the US they'll 
take 30 per cent of the selling 
price, over here 50-60 per cent is, 
the norm, In order to keep prices 
down, Ican’t afford to givemuch 
discount 

“And I think the TI-99/4A 
itself is oversold by dealers — 
they don't warn customers that 
you can’t run arcade-type games 
in TI BASIC. Whereas in my 
mail-order catalogue, I can warn 
people that TI BASIC games will 
be slow. 
“My biggest problem is the TI 

itself. It’s very good at what it 
does, but the unexpanded 
machine won't do what people 
often buy it for — playing arcade 
games."” 

To help people see the light 
about this much misunderstood 
computer, Stephen is currently 
writing a book for Phoenix 
Publishing describing the Tl. 
Though he’s only written about 
60,000 words so far, he plans to 
have it finished for Christmas, 
and says it will contain ‘‘a lot of 
information which isn’t 
available elsewher 

He's also looking forward to 
the new TI computer, which he 
“definitely will” be selling soft- 
ware for. ATI fan to the last, he 
believes this machine ‘will’ be 
superior to the BBC —afier all, it 
will be faster, have more features, 
and more RAM. If they can bring 
it out by Christmas, it could wipe 
the English market clean." 
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Who K 
cock Robin? 
2X81 £4.95 

IRS Software, 
‘Avenue, Worthing, Sussex BNI3 
350 

1 always thought we knew who 
killed Cock Robin but according 
to this program there is more 
than one alternative. It might 
have been the sparrow, then 
again it could have been the 
swan, or the crow, or the eagle, 
‘or the owl or perhaps the wren! 
Not only that but the murder 
could have taken place in one of 
six different locations and at one 
of six different times. 

This is alla variation of the old 
guessing game. You know, the 
computer sets up a combination 
Of three unknowns, in this case 
who killed Cock Robin, where 
and when, and you have to guess 
the three’ variables to get the 

Blast it 
TI99/4A £3.50 

6 Florence Christine Computit 
Close, Watford, Hers 

Blast It is a game of strategy 
one player. With the. 
remote controlled robot 

Vanquisher 
Oric-1 £6.50 

Elephant Software, 41 Haymill 
Road, Burnham, Berks SL1 6NE 

‘The title may lead you to expect 
‘an arcade action game, but Van- 
quisher is 
word ‘vanquisher’ jumbled up; 
the object is to transport the 10, 
letters of the name along a series 
of tracks to a large box. You 
hhave to fill this box with the let- 
ters in the right order to produce 
the name of the program. 

There are smaller’ boxes 
embedded in the tracks which are 
‘used as temporary stores for the 
letters. You have to shuffle the 
letters between these boxes to get 
the eventual order right. 

The instructions, which appear 
in the program, ‘are not very 

Tumbi 
Towers 

2x81 £4.95 
IRS Software, 19 Wayside 
‘Avenue, Worthing, Sussex BN13 
330, 

‘A word of praise for the JRS 
fastLOAD system which 
downloads this large program 
every time, without fail, and in 
under 40 seconds flat! 

19 Wayside 

of 
you 

have to disarm bombs, You have 

computer's praise. Difficulty is 
controlled by the number of op- 
tions in each group so you select 
from three to six options for each 
unknown, 

ime was when this style of 
Program was considered very 
clever ("How does the machine 
remember the answer?""), but 
somehow I get the feeling that 
we've seen it all before. 

The program is written ex- 
clusively in BASIC, runs well 
and is bug free. The graphics are 
clean, uncluttered and very 
good. 

‘One excellent feature is the 
IRS fastLOAD system. 

graphics 
value for money 

to plan a route to’ enable the 
robot to link all the bombs in 
numerical sequence. 

The robot cannot cross the laid 
down wire and it must not stay 
stationary for very long. Depen- 
ding on the skill level a number 
of bombs are randomly plotted 
and a time limit is set. 

Bombs detonate if you exceed 
the time or try to disarm a bomb 

for 
a 

helpful, 
atrocious! 

But, once you get that feel for 
the game, the object becomes to 
complete the puzzle in the 
‘minimum number of moves. 

The program loaded ‘suc- 
cessfully first time (a refreshing 
change from a lot of Oric soft- 
ware), and the use of colour, 
sound, and graphics is good. 

However, I doubt whether the 
program will have any lasting a 
peal. After all, once you have 
‘completed the puzzle a few 
tir what else is left to 
achieve? 

and the spelling is 

DN. 
instructions 30% 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Tumble Towers invites you to 
move a blob up a tower of lad- 
ders until the top is reached. 
‘Once at the top you've won and 
the blob celebrates by diving 
from the topmost ladder into a 
small poo! making a large splash. 

‘A split screen shows the tower 
on the left of the screen and the 
{questions you have to answer are 
fenerated screen right. 

“These questions can be tricky! 
You are presented with a series 
of letters or numbers or graphics 

‘out of sequence. Be careful not 
to trap the robot inside a bomb 
‘or within the wire. 

Each game is different and 
with five skill levels there is plen- 
ty of scope for player improve- 
ment. If your score is high 
enough you qualify for the Blast 
It Hall of Fame. 

The instructions, which also 
detail the scoring system are in: 
cluded in the program. These are 
very clear. The tape loads easily 
and the program runs smoothly 

Paragram s im 
£4.95 

shant Softwar 
Roa. Burnham, 
6NE 

‘An original P) 
Elephant. 

juzzle 

‘econ A rant 
jaces the first sixteen Jetters by four 

'y plscetiphabet. The 
idea is 

rearrange the 
rect sequence 

rs at a time. letter * 

from 

Teiters into the cOF- Soy rotating four 

‘but there is some delay in plot- 
ting bombs in the higher levels. 
The display is well thought out 
and the use of colour is good. 
I enjoyed playing this game, 

which is good value for any Ti 
user's money 2 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Bic makes no dif 
BASITe computer 

ruickly. ‘This is 
engrosse 

nat and thal 

written in 

41 Haymill 
‘Berkshire SLI 

is that the 
ft of the 
program 

final professional 

1 wonder which 
ice Elephant 

re tape loaded first 
‘was lots of unples 

a the background, 
Fis noise may worry PeOPle 
to computing. TB. 

tally, 
10 

instructions 

i'm thinking 
ne for you", since 

characters and it’s up to you to 
find the next in the series. Of 
course, you're penalised if you 
take too long and your score is 
shown at the end of each RUN. 

‘The program is menu driven, 
RUNS well, is bug free, is written 
completely’ in BASIC’ and uses 
tons of PRINT AT statements. 
The Menu shows the options 
‘open to you: instructions, 
demonstration, and three levels 
of difficulty. 

‘A clever idea, thoughtfully 
presented and addictive in play. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kwkewKK 



Before long most home com- 
puter users want to do something 
more constructive than play 
games and my Database program 
makes micros useful. 

Use it as a tool to store every- 
day information. It could be an 
address book — with space for 
birthdays —or keep track of your 
record or tape collections. 

If you do not own a printer 
omit lines 1180, 1190, 1200, 1210, 
1220, 1940 and 1950 to 3050 and 
alter line 30 to a blank REM. 

How it works 
IM 

680-1150 
1160-1360 
1370-1920 
1930-31 

Before RUNning enter as a 
direct command 
POKE25,6:NEW. This has the 
effect of PCLEARO, giving 
31215 bytes free to use. 

If all is successful you will be 
greeted with the question: “NEW 
FILE OR TAPE INPUT N/T?” 

Make your 
micro do 

some useful 
work 

Keep tracks of every-day 
information with Alan Gray's 
database program for the 

Dragon 

third and BIRTHDAY for the 
fourth. 

After you have entered this 
format the main menu will ap- 
pear. It is self-explanatory ex- 
cept, perhaps, _ for 
SKIPF/MOTOR ON/OFF. 

This enables you to manipulate 
the cassette recorder to find any 

If you have a printer I have in- 
cluded a machine code screen 
dump which can only be used 
during the search routine. When 
you find an entry you want 
printed press the space bar. This 
will execute the machine code 
routine and then return for the 
next item. 

sion in line 3002 clears the printer 
buffer before any printing is 
done. 

Note: there are 32 spaces bet- 
ween the quotes in line 1330. 

Enter N to the prompt and the 
following line will appear: TI- 
TLE OF IST DATA FIELD 

This is the heading under 
which the information is stored 
and you would enter NAME or 
SONG TITLE or any other 
heading of your choice. 

data file on tape. Line 1990 and the same expres- 

1 REM BEFORE LOADING POKE25,6:NEW 
5 CLEAR 55, 32600 
10 GOTOSO 
20 POKESHFFD6, 0:MOTOR ON!SOUND120, 20:CSAVE"DATABAS 
€":G0TOS 

Dothesame forthe otherthree || 25 Rem DATABASE  A.GRAY 1983 
fields. Pedal 

If you were using the program | | 60 CLEAR20000:DIM S$(200) , T$(200) , GS (200) , (200) 
to store names and addresses the || 70 REM ENTRY 
first field would be NAME, the | | 80 CLS 
second would be ADDRESS, you | | 90 POKESHFFD7, 0:CLS 
would enter TEL No. for the 

PRINT@11, "DATABASE" 
PRINT@43, "amnnnna: 
IF FL=1 THEN 250 
PRINT@258, "NEW FILE OR TAPE INPUT N/T ?* 

tIF NFG="*THENI4O 
T*THEN GOSUB 1540 ELSE 170 

IF FL=1 THEN240 
CLS1FINPUT"TITLE OF 1ST DATA FIELD" ;SS8 
INPUT"2ND DATA FIELD" ;GSS 
INPUT"3RD DATA 

390 IF M CO OR M9 THENZSC 
400 ON M GOSUB 430, S60, 450, 
0, 1770, 1800 

607070 
REM 
REM INPUT/ADD 
Yat 
CLS:PRINT@A, “INPUT/ADD ITEMS": 
PRINT@S4, "DRESS CENTER] WHEN FINISHED" 
PRINT#PRINT"ITEM"Y 
PRINT SS$1INPUTS$(Y) :SOUND150, 1 
IF 58 (Y)=""THENRETURN 
PRINT GSS+INPUTGS(Y) !SOUND150, 1 
PRINT TSS: INPUT TS(Y) ?SOUND1S0, 1 
PRINT WSS: INPUTWS(Y) !SOUND150, 1 
Yey+i 
60T0470 
REM 
REM REPLACE ITEMS 
N=OrQ=1 

680, 1160, 

S$+SP$:WSS=n5S4S? 

CLS:G0TO100 
PRINT@132, "(1) 
PRINT@164, " 
PRINT@196, " (3) 
PRINT@Z28, “ (4) 
PRINT@260, " (5) 

12," (6) 
PRINT@S24, "(7) 
PRINT@S56,"(8) STOP 
PRINT@SBB,"(9) SKIPF/MOTOR 
PRINT@45A, "INPUT (1~9) "5 

INPUT ITEMS 
REPLACE ITEMS 
ADD ITEMS 
SEARCH FOR ENTRY 
LIST ALL ITEMS 
SAVE ITEMS ON TAPE 
LOAD ITEMS FROY TA! 

CLStPRINT@S, "REPLACE ITEMS” 
PRINT@S4, “PRESS CENTER] WHEN FINISHED" 
PRINT? INPUT"ITEM NO. TO REPLACE’ 
IF N=0 THEN RETURN 
PRINT SS$: INPUTSS(N) tSOUND150, 1 
PRINTGSS: INPUT G$(N) :SOUND150, 1 
PRINT TS$:INPUT TS(N) :SOUND150, 1 
PRINTWS$: INPUT WS(N) ?SOUND150, i 
GOTOSEO 
REM 

# SOUND150, 1 

ON/OFF 

THEN 
M=ASC(Z8) -~48 
TEM) OORM { LOTHENSOUND150, 1 

350 
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680 
690 
700 
RINT 
710 
720 
T30 
740. 
750 
760 
770 
780 
sss 
730 
G88 
00 
,TS8 
B10 
WSs 
20 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
300 
910 

940 
use 
950 
960 
970 
980 

REM SEARCH 
CLS:PRINT"SEARCH FILE 
PRINT@ (139) 
@265, "(2) 

RINT@199, "(1)" ;SS8 Pp 
#PRINT@327, "(3)" ;TSS * 

C=ASC(Cs) -48 
IFC (10RC) STHEN710 
ONC GOTO760, 890, 1020 
PRINT:PRINT SS$:INPUT AS:SOUND!50, 
FORX=1 TO Y-1 
IF _MIDS(AS, 1, 2)=MIDS(S8(x), 1, 2) 
88 (x) 

IF _MIDS(AS, 1, 2)=mID$(S8(x), 1, 2) 
368.00 

IF _MIDS(AS, 1, 2)=MIDS(S8 (x), 1,2) 
3T#O0 

IF MIDS (AS, 1, 2)=MID$(S8 (x), 1, 2) 
388.00 

IF MIDS (As 
IF MIDS (A 
NEXT X 
PRINT@360, “ENTRY NOT FOUND" 
PRINT@485, "PRESS CENTER] TO RETURN” 
INPUTZ$?SOUND150, 1 
RETURN. 
PRINTEPRINT GS$#INPUT AS!SOUNDISO, 1:CLS 
FORK=1T0Y-1 
IF MIDS (As 
80x), 
IF MIDS (AS, 1, 2)=MID$ (G8 (x), 1, 2) 
768.00 
IF MIDS (AS, 1, 2)=MID8 (G8 (x), 1, 2) 
TeX) 
IF MID®(AS, 1,2)=MID8(G8(X), 1, 2) 
8X) 
IF MIDS(AS, 1,2) OMIDS(GS(X), 1,2) GOSUB1920 
IF MIDS(AS, 1, 2)=MIDS(G8(X), 1,2) GOSUB1930 
NEXT x 

10L8 
THEN PRINT@E4, 
THEN PRINT@160 
THEN PRINTE224 
THEN PRINT@288 

1,2) OMIDS(S$(X) , 1,2) GOSUB 1920 
1)2)=MIDS(S8(x), 1,2) GOSUB1930 

1, 2)=MIDS(GS(X), 1,2) THENPRINT@EG, S 

THENPRINT@ 160, 

THENPRINT@224, 

THENPRINT@288, 

1010 RETURN 
1020 PRINT:PRINTTS$: INPUT AS+SOUND1S0, 1:CLS. 
1030 FORX=1TOY=1 

1050 

1, 2)=MID8(T$(X), 1,2) THENPRINT@ES, 

) IF MIDS(AS, 1,2)=MIDS(T#(X), 1,2) THENPRINTE160| 
G58 ;68(x), 
4060 IF MIDS(AS, 1, 2)=MIDS(TS(x), 1,2) THEN. PRINT@2Z2| 
4, TSB; TIX) 
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IF MIDS (AS, 1, 2)=MIDS(T#(X), 1, 2) 
3W8 00. 
IF MIDS (AS, 1,2) OMIDS(TS(X), 1,2) GOSUB1920 
IF MIDS(AS, 1, 2)=MIDS(TS(X), 1,2) GOSUB1930 
NEXTX 
PRINT@360, "ENTRY NOT FOUND" 
PRINT@485, "PRESS CENTER] TO RETURN" 
INPUTZ$#SQUND150, 1 
RETURN 
REM 
REM PRINT ITEMS 
cus 
PRINT"LINE PRINT Y/N 2" 
LPS=INKEYS!IF LP$=""THENI 190 
IF LEFTS(LP$, 1)="Y"THEN GOSUB1950 ELSE1220 
Got070 
cLs 
FOR X=1 TOY-1 
PRINT@S52, "NO "3X 
PRINT SS8;S8 (x) 

THEN PRINT@26 

PRINT TS; T(x) 
PRINT WS$:W8(X) 
PRINTCHRS (10) ;CHRS (10) 
PRINT@482, "PRESS CENTER] TO CONTINUE” 
INPUT C$#SOUND150, 1 
IFC$="X" THEN RETURN 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT@352, " 

NEXT x 
RETURN 
REM 
POKESHFFDS, 0 
CLS1tPRINT@135, "SAVE ITEMS ON TAPE 
PRINT@234, "POSITION TAPE 
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D HAS NOT BEEN 

PRESS PLAY & RECORD" 
PRINTES8®, "PRESS CENTER] WHEN READY” 
INPUT R$:SOUND150, 1 
MOTOR ON FOR Z=1'TO 100:NEXTZ 

PRINT#-1, SS8;GS8;TS8; WSs 

PRINT#—1, 5$.(X) 
PRINT#=1, TS(X) 
PRINT#-1, 68(X) 
PRINT#=1, W8.(X) 
NEXT X 
CLOSE#-1 : RETURN 
Flat 
POKERHFFDE, 0 
CLS1:PRINT@I36, "LOAD ITEMS FROM TAPE” 
PRINT@235, "REWIND TAPE" 
PRINT@S00, "PRESS PLAY" 
PRINT@388, "PRESS CENTER] WHEN READY" 
INPUT RS=SOUND150, 1 
OPEN"I", #1, "LIST" 
Yat 
IF EOF(-1) THEN 1750 
INPUT#=1, SSS 
INPUT#-1, 658 
INPUT#-1, TSS 
INPUT#=1, WSS 
INPUT#=1, S8(¥) 
INPUT#=1, TS(Y) 
INPUT#-1,68(Y) 
INPUT#=1, W8.(Y) 
PRINT SS8, GS$, TS8, WSS, SS(Y), TS(Y) ,GB(¥), WEY) 
YaYei 
GOTO16E30 
CLOSEW=1 :RETURN 
REM 
MS="."ICLStIF Qet THEN PRINT "NEW DATA ENTERE 

SAVED ON TAPE PRESS 'S’ TO SAVE"! 
INPUTM® 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 

3030 
3050 
0, 81, 

IFM$="S"THEN1370 ELSE1790 
POKESHFFD6, OfCLS: PRINT" BYE" END 
CLS!PRINT@i34, "SKIPF a 
PRINT@196, "MOTOR ON (2)" 
PRINT@262, "MOTOR OFF (3)" 

Z=ASC(Z8)-48 
IFZ(O OR 2)3 THEN1830 
IF Z=1 THEN POKESHFFD6, 0:SKIPF 
IF Z=2 THEN MOTOR ON 
IF Z=3 THEN MOTOR OFF 
RETURN 
‘STOP 
RETURN 
ZS=INKEYS? IFZ$=""THENI930 
IF Z$=CHR$(32) THEN PRINTH~2, CHRS(24)! EXEC 32 

RETURN 
POKESHFFD6, O:CLS:PRINT"IS PRINTER READY 2” 
ZS=INKEYStIF Z$=""THEN 1960 
IF LEFTS(Z8,1)= "Y" THEN 1980 ELSE 1950 
FORX=1 TO Y~t 
PRINT#-2, CHRS (24) 
PRINT#-2, "NO "3X 
PRINT#-2; SS8;58(X) 

PRINT#-2, GS8;68(X) 
PRINT#-2, TS8;TS(X) 
PRINT#=2, WS8:WS(X) 
PRINT#=2, CHRS (10) ;CHRS(10) 
NEXT Xx 
RETURN 
REM M/CODE SCREEN PRINT 
POKE 155, 80: POKES28, Of PRINTW-2, CHRS (24) 
FORI=0 TO 51 
READ AS:AS="EH"+AS 
POKES2600+1, VAL (AS) 
NEXT T 
GoTo40 
DATA 86, OD, BD, 80, OF, BE, 04, 00, 10, BE, 02, 00, AB, 8 
TF, 22, OF, 81, 20, 22, 04, BA, 60, 20, 06, 81, 60, 25, 02, 

a8, BF, BD, 60, OF, 1F, 10, C4, 1F, 26, 05, 86, 0D, BD, 80, OF, 31 
+ 3F, 26, DA, 39, 33 



£1,000 

wel a 
software to 
win — just 
find the 
words for 
your share 

THERE are 25 chances to win in 
another free, easy-to-enter com- 

ition from Home Computing 
Weekly. 
We're giving away £1,000-worth of soft 

ware for the Spectrum and Dragon from 
CRL, the new force in home computer soft 
ware 

And all you have to do is to find words 
hidden in this issue of HCW and put them 
together to form a sentence. 

Each of the 25 prizes is software to the 
value of around £40 for the Dragon or for 
the 48K Spectrum. 

If you're a Dragon owner these are the 
great titles you could win 

DragArt Key to Wrath, 
Handicap Golf SUGeorge and the Dragon 
Froglet Laser Racer 

And winners with 48K Spectrum will get a 
selection from the following titles: 

Crawler Lunar Rescue 
Caveman Zaraks 
Test Match Alien Maze 
Galactic Patrol Derby Day 
Rescue Jackpot 
3D Desert Patrol Stargazer Secrets 

As a special bonus to HCW readers 
there’s.a 10 per cent discount voucher on this 
page which you can use for any CRL pro- 
duct if you order direct from CRL. It means 
you gain even if you're not among the win- 
ners this time. 

But please remember: send the competi- 
tion entries to us and any orders direct to 
RL. The vouchers will not be accepted in 
shops. 

How to enter 
Scattered throughout ths issue of Home 

‘Computing Weekly are several words, set in 
this type. 

You have to find all the words, build a 
sentence from them and then write the 
sentence in the space provided in the 
coupon. Fill in the rest of the coupon, in 
cluding the words Dragon and Spectrum, 
depending on which set of prizes you would 
like. 

Copies of the coupon will not be ac 
cepted. And you must write in large letters 
on the back of the envelope the number of 
words you have found (treat hyphens as 
spaces). 

Entries which do not meet these condi 
tions will not be considered. 

Post your entry to: CRL Competition, 
Home Computing Weekly, 145 Chay 
Cross Road, London WC2H OEE 

You have until first post on Friday 
September 23 0 get your entry to usand the 
solution and the names of the winners will be 
published in the news columns of Home 
Computing Weekly 

The winning entries will be the first 25cor 
rect entries we open. The prizes will arrive 
from CRL within 28 days of the judging 

The small print 
The first 25 correct entries drawn at noon on Fri 
day September 23, 1983, will win the prizes 

‘Coupons which are not fully completed and 
‘envelopes without the number of words found on. 
the back will not be considered. 

Entries will not be accepted from employees of 
Argus Specialist Publications, CRL and 
Alabaster Passmore & Sons. This restriction also 
applies to employees’ families and agents of the 
‘companies 

The winners’ names and the solution will ap- 
pear in Home Computing Weekly. The editor's 
decision is final and no correspondence will be 
entered into. 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Arcade 
action to 
take home 

Zap...pow.. .splat.. .it’s all 
neppening in these arcade 
lookalikes, played and rated 

smooth and the sound effects 
have true arcade tone. 

If you get in the w 
asteroid, which happens quite 
frequently, your spacecraft ex: 
plodes and a series of radial lines 
expand outwards and bounce off 
the sides of the screen. This strik 
ing visual effect is coupled with a 
lot of noise and the overall effect 
is quite spectacular. 

An occasional alien craft ap: 
pears shooting haphazardly, to 
make life more difficult for you. 

nes Reckitt Artic, 396 
Hull HU8 OJA 

Ave, 

version of 
ys enjoyed 

Cosmic Debris is 
Asteroids. I have 
this arcade classic more than 
space invaders and Artic’s ver 
sion lives up to my expectations. 
The graphics are excellent and 

control. With a joystick you still 
led the return and shift but 

tons for the bombs and laser 
‘Once you have crossed the sur 

face of the planet (this gives you 
a little control practice) you enter 
the caverns with their restricted 
space for manoeuvering. If you 
lose a life here you go back to the 
beginning of the cavern not back 
to the beginning of the game, 

Even if you still have all five 
lives when you enter the caverns, 
it’s not easy to get through them 
I found this not as compulsive as 
some other games but enjoyable 
all the same. 

Scramble 64 
Commodore 

G4 £7 

Micros, 
Green, 

Lindon 
Tadley, 

Intercepter 
House, The 
Hants 

You are the pilot of a space ship 
and you have to travel across the 
planet and into the caverns of 
this hostile and alien world 

Your fuel is limited, It can be 
supplemented by destroying the 
force field projection dishes but 
beware of the heat seeking BP. 
missiles determined to blast you 
off the screen instructions 80% 

You have bombs and laser Playability 60% 
with which to defend yourself 80% value for money 60% and destroy the dishes, 

The instructions are clear but 
my fingers were not nimble 
enough to cope with keyboard 

Avenger 
vic-20 £20 
(Cartridge) 

From Commodore dealers. 

Hiding somewhere in most soft. 
ware catalogues is that classic 
among computer games, Space 
Invaders. Seldom is it im: 
mediately apparent which of the 
listed titles is the invaders clone, 
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for you by our reviewers 

Space Fighter 
32K BBC 
£7.95 

Superior Software, 69 
Road, Bramhope, Leeds 

Leeds 

This arcade-style game is based 
on features found in Defender 
and Scramble. Your spaceship 
whizzes over the surface of a 
planet while you mete out justice 
to six types of nasty, making sure 
to hit the occasional fuel dump 
to keep your supply topped up 

The aliens have different 
characteristics. The Baiters move 
towards your ship, the Trimorts 
must be shot three times before 
they go down and you can only 
kill the Baryons with a smart 
bomb, of which you have three. 
After that, you just avoid them. 

The game has six levels and 
you can select which one to start 
with — very useful if you haven’ 
quite managed to work your way 

When you have managed to write 
off three spaceships, your overall 
score is displayed and gets into 
the ‘Hall of Fame” if it’s one of 
the highest since play commenc 
ed. 

The only disappointing feature 
of this program, is that you are 
not asked to input name or in: 
itials along with your score. But 
that does not seriously detract 

nder pefens rt 

30 (cartridge) 
From Atari Stockists 

uestion to be 
There is only one, question (6 & 
answered here — i$ 
sion better? 

Crafon has a slight edge. 

errs, ba 
ome 
Acre ret” anaing 

Mier ey fo" BYP 
ee sini he aac 

th the si 

espace 

swarmers sometin 
‘whilst the baiter 
Course for no appa 

as most publishers are somewhat 
bashful about admitting that 
their games are not all new and 
original. Is it Alien Attack? Is it 
Space Blitz? No, folks, it’s spectacularly over-priced. 
Avenger! TD. 

This cartridge contains a fast oh 
and graphically precise copy of instructions 0 
the old favourite; “blip-blip- playability son 
blip" go the aliens as they shuffle graphics a 
pe Sime value for money 10% across the screen. “zap-zap- 
KAPPOW" goes the laser can: 
non as it trundles to and fro 

frov 
family found it so addictive that 
Thad a struggle to get a turn at 
the keyboard 
instructions 70% 
playability 90% 
graphics 90% 

e for money 90% 
aaa kk 

5 — and no. 
Tne answer is yes — and He 

Graphically speaking, the BET 

ers, swarmers and 
ith the deadly 

she arcade 
ihe Beeb is 

Ship, control. is 

i bombs and any 

ll, but I felt 
Jing types 
the 

mes wander off 
s can change 
rent reason. 

Die-hard traditionalists 
like this game but the rest of us 
gimmick-starved hedonists pro: 
bably won't 

through to the different stages. 
The program loaded perfectly 

and the screen display and 
graphics are excellent, although I 
would have liked to see the aliens 
explode when hit rather than just 
vanish 

There are no humanoids to 
save or corridors to navigate and 
although it may not be be com 
pletely fair to call it a poor man’s 
Defender, the lack of such 
features limits the number of 
times you will come back to play 
it 

Why is BBC software more ex 
pensive that that for other 
micros? Prices for such games as 
these should now be £5-£6, 

LW 

100% 
90% 
90% 
759% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kkk 

me as a whole. My 

MB. 

nitely not itis defi 
: jess than Despite thier pie with I 

a game for pe 
three hands. 

i 

80% 
instructions 

som 

playability 
90% 

graphics 
90% 

Galue for money 

may 

This cartridge is 



GOLDEN APPLES OF THE SUN: 
The Golden Apples have been stolen and hidden in seven dif- 
ferent locations. Can you recover them all? There's a surprise 
once you have. Hi-res graphics and text. £8.45 
STOCKMARKE 
Test your skill on the stockmarket. Prices are influenced by 
your own actions, and Government actions — just like the real 
thing! See if you can make a million. Text £5.95 
ALIEN ODDESSY: 
‘A four-part adventure game. This tape contains the first two 
parts, in which you must escape from the Castle, then journey 
across the Great Grass Plains to the Mountains of the Moon. 
Hi-res graphics and text. £9.95 
MINI— GAME: 
Four short games on tape consisting of Blackjack, Maths Test 
{5 levels of difficulty) Guess the Number. and Layers, a game 
in which you try to survive a year inthe farming business: Text. 

INTER—PLANETARY TRADER: 
You are the Captain of a Starship. You have to buy a cargo, 
‘and attempt the inter-stellar jump to your destination. But 
beware, meteors and space pirates are out to get you. Text. 

£5.95 
All available immediately from Bamby Softwar 

‘Access orders 

Do you find that working 
finances makes your head buzz? 
Do you soe red? 
Don't worry. now you can have 
Hilton's Personal Banking 
Service on your side, giving you 
aclear head start and 
(hopefully) putting you back 
into the black! 
Maintain permanent records 
and fully detailed statements of 
your finances + Search facility. 
Bank Reconciliation module 
is included to automatically 
match your Bank Statement 
to your PBS account. 
* ZXB1 £9.95 (16K) 
* ZX SPECTRUM £12.00 (48K) 
+ DRAGON £12.00 (32k) 
* BBC £9.95 (32K) PBS only 
guaranteed after sales 
maintenance provided. 

Hilton Computer Services Lid 

SPECTRUM (8K) GARDENBIRDS <s.50 
camp etn moon 
cant sentra Oye TRANSPOSE. £9.00 
PLAY rangpose key. Pa it 

oars. <s.00 
t 

e rr compress, Calloeoe 
and Copy 
DISASSEMBLER <500 

Dragon 
‘Memory locations. 

COMPUTER  urpington, Kent BR6 9AX 
SERVICES stort rset yur eal computers 

INVALUABLE! 

DRAGON 
TI-99/4A 

for SPECTRUM 48 
DATABASE: (DRAGON) 
A personal filing system we can modify to suit your own re: 
quirements. Please ash for quote. ‘Approx. £15.95 
SURPRISE: (ORAGON) 
Regain the magic ring, but to do so you must first find the key 
to the Tower, avoid robbers, and more. Then bewitch the 
Dragon, and you're home and dry — almost. Hi-res graphics 
and text 8.45 
SCANNER 13: (DRAGON) 
Set in the City of the future, this game combines the best 
elements of both arcade and adventure games. Destroy the 
evil Drones before they destroy you and your City. Three levels 
of difficulty.Hi-es graphics and text. £8.45, 
BOPSWIZZLE: (ORAGON) 
A splendiferous fun game} Beat the ghastly Gloops and the 
yucky Yerkies, amongst other nefarious nasties, Collect pearls 
atthe same time! Low and hi-res graphics andtext. £5.95 
AMAZING: (ORAGON) 
Series of five mazes specially for the under 5's ranging trom 
Quite simple to fairly complex. An excellent way to amuse pre 
school chikiren, and they learn from it too. Hires graphics, £5.95 
ALONE AT SEA: FOR THE TI99/4A_(T1-99/4A) 
Try and escape the sinking ship, but don’t forget your supplies 
which are hidden somewhere. Text £6.50 
K-64 (T1-99/4a) 
‘A mind-bender. Cover the squares once only using the knight 
and its valid moves, Easy?! Full graphics, £6.50 
MYSTERY MANOR; FOR THE SPECTRUM (SPECTRUM) 
Find the murderer before he (or she) finds you and your career 
‘as Detective Solvit! Graphics and text £6.50 
MASTER CODE: FOR THE SPECTRUM (SPECTRUM) 
Based on the famous game. Try your skill against the com: 
puter. You CAN beat it. . . Graphics and text £6.50 

Leverburgh, Isle of Harris PA83 3TX. Includes our no quibble guarante 
elcome by mail or telephone: 085982 313 Dealer Enquires Welcome and 48 hour del ry 

ni 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR MICROCOMPUTERS 
5 Minster Gardens, Newthorpe, Eastwood, Nottingham NG16 2AT 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
TO PARENTS 

TO TEACHERS 

TO RETAILERS 

on 

Are you looking for 
the very best in 

software teaching 
aids for children? 

n, ZK}, Spectrum, BBC B, Dragon, 2X83, Spectrum, 1C B, Dragon, 2x81 

PRICES 
Spectrum 48K NEW full colour presentation boxes 

Highly recommended by teachers £8.95 
Programs wuth superb graphics i ol 
Fullt tested in schools BBC B 
Programs to make learning fun! £7.50 
Best reviews 2X81 16K 

£6.95 

WIZARD BOX (All ages. Sp. Dr.ZX) Seta quiz, learn to spell, 
test foreign vocabulary etc. etc. 
STAR READER (Ao) Sp. 48K) Improve reading skils. 

3. Sp, 48K. BBC A or B. ZX. Dr) 
To do so safely you must answer our 

ASTRO MATHS s 7-13, Sp. 48K. BBC B.Dr. ZX) Defend 
atler answering some problems! 

ot 0’ level programs with revision notes still 
‘or price list. PHYSICS, MATHS, CHEMISTRY 

BIOLOGY, COMPUTER STUDIES, 
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Prepare for battie — the 
enemy subs are on their 

You are in command of a nuclear 
submarine, cruising the Mediter- 
ranean on routine patrol. Sud. 
denly a message comes through 
from base: “Enemy Fleet sighted 
at vector 14/13 in Sector Stigma. 
Preparing to launch attack on 
Horne Base, Your mission — to 
seek out and destroy the enemy 

ely set a course 
for Sector Stigma and prepare for 
battle. 

How it works 
10 set up colour for instruction: 
20-30 set up title 
90-94 display tithe character by 

character BEEPing between 
each character 

100 set up UDGs from DATA 
‘on lines 9000-9020 

110 set up auto-seroll 
120-140 print instructions, Gra 

phies: 140 A,CD,EFG,HUK 
160-200 set up position of enemy 

. Graphics: 170 HI 
s1T6EFG, 182CD, 188A 

358-440 input Of X,Y co-ordin 
ate 

1000-1020 check if hit, mis 
1030-1100 display hit ship, in 

crease score. Graphic 
10S0H,1,J.K C 

2000-2020 give up routine 
2100 display positions of enemy 

ship 
2520 win routine (if all ships are 

hit), display score with bonu: 
3000-3100 replay routing 
9000-9020 data for UDG 

On arrival, you switch on your 
targeting computer showing the 
grid of the enemy zone. Your job 
isto locate and destroy all of the 
enemy's 20 ships. 

& then the down co-ordinate, = 
{SPROE) 32 ites sss upress 

“139 PRINT 
oan: PAUSE @ 

@ PRINT ‘°° 

Asi 7 
SUB_ 200: 

Ns BOD 

Q103~ oon be 

z 3 
our 
‘OR_a=1 TO 
0 SUB 200: 

“THEN 
ET a 

v 

i 
a 
a 
a 
5] 
2 
E. 
cy 
a 
2 
a NaN Ov aD s a 

sti 200: 

dv oo 

oT 69 
b 
BeRE Oa av’ 
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way 

Seek out and destroy the 
hostile fleet — those are your 
orders in Peter Telfer's exciting 
game for the 48K Spectrum 

Main variables 
73 Battleships title 

BS inp, 
X down co-ordinates of large 

computer 
Y across co-ordinates of 

gomputer 
End end of game routine 
Sscore 
AMO ammunition 
Hit number of hits on shipy 
Point score for particular hit 
A + BEOR...NEXT loops 

31? BORDER 2: 
t 

20 LET z$=" 

EE 
SO LET z$=z$+" 

PAPER 1: 

BAT] 
5 HI 

@ PETE TELF 

INK 7: ¢ 

ER 1983" 
42 LET END=2000 
9@ FOR a=i TO LEN z$ 
92_IF z$(a)=* “ THEN PRINT 
NEXT _2@ 

id6+a 
156+7, 255 

iS: PRINT AT 22 
POKE USR_CHI 

1@ POKE 23692,2 
20 PRINT 
uv im by enter 
Pat the across 

M a$ (15,25) 
Rasa To 3 

EN eat fone an 
ET ag(x,¥ TO ¥+3)="dimmme”: 

5 
boTF OM E1E74 TO Yt 

(x.y TO 9+) ="aale Nn 

ito 9 

80 153 “THEN 2 
LET a$(x.¥ TO y#l) ="“abe": NE 

FOR_a=1 TO 
GO SUB 200: 

NGO TO 186 
GO_TO 
Ler _x=INT 
TRND #22) +1: 
PRINT AT 22. 
play’: PAUS 

Ssomape 

(x,y TO vt 
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5 IF ag(x,y) o>" 
LET_a@{x,9) ="a" 

#556) 
(AND SAS) +2: 

RETU 
o, Praag a) k to 6° if 

a=1 TO 22: PRINT " 

ORDER _6B: PAPER & 

Hints on conversion 
The POKE on line 100 witches 
the Spectrum to auto-eroll. 11 
your computer doesn’t have this 
feature, then the sereen could be 
displayed by having a pause/wait 
followed by CLS between each 
page. The POKE in line 320 switches 
the capslock on (upper case let- 
ten). 

The input of the X,Y, co- 
‘ordinates works using the ASCH 
ode of the letter pressed (ie the 
letter A= 65, the letter B = 66 
and so on). It the character code 
of your computer is different 
then alter the (64) in line 370 
and 410 to suit your computer. 

Paper x where » is the 
background colour of acharacter 
square 

INK x where x is the colour of 
the character. 
BORDER x where x is the 

border. 
Spectrum colour codes: O 

black, Llu, Bred, magenta, 4 
green, 5 cyan, 6 yellow, 7 white. 
FLASHI (on {ine 1070) alternates 
PAPER and INK colours. 

NEXT @ 
LET y 

oF 

NE: 
zx o Sls" 

PRINT AT 
;AT A-64,26; 
2° SCORE ="; 5 
ION="; AMO; 



252 =46 THEN GO TO 2500 
355 NT AT 20,1; “Enter ross 
ils QBZTINKEVS: IF bee" THE 

389 IF INKEY$=" “ THEN GO TO EN 
r) 
360 IF CODE Bg7e9 OR CODE BS<‘65 
THEN GO TO 35: 
370 LET =(CODE b$)-64: PRINT Fi 

ye ae 
IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GO TO S& 

s 
PRINT AT 21,1; "Enter Down 

2g DET BSSINKEYS: IF b§="" THE 
N Go TO 39 
p95 IF INKEY$=" “ THEN GO TO EN 
400 IF CODE .bg>79 OR CODE Bs<65 

PRINT 9 

PRINT AT 20,255" “3AT 21,2; 
‘60 _ TO 350 

IF_amo¢=@ THEN PRINT 813A 
2,7; FLASH 1;“OUT OF AMUNITION 
BEEP_i,-6: FOR A=-6 TO -30 STEP 

: BEEP .@5,A: NEXT A: GO TO 2 
200 
1010 FOR a=5_TO -S@ STEP -S: BEE 
08,8: PAUSE 10: NEXT a 
1920 LET amozamo-1: IF a$(x,y)= 

*" THEN RETURN 
1090 LET_HITsHIT+2: PRINT AT x,¥ 
; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1; a$(x,y) 

OR ag(x,y) =" 
OR agix. YS ="e” 

ORH™ V2 nea 

n 
if 
i 
+ 
4 
A 
Re 
‘Ni 
4. 
5 

2000 PRINT 81; AT 0,0; FLASH 1;" BO You ten veut TO GIVE UP oF " 
2010 IF INKEY#="Y" THEN GO TO 22 a 
2015 IF_INKEY$="N" THEN BEEP 4,3 
8: PRINT #1; AT 0,0; PAPER 5;" 

: FOR Bel TO 7: 
+@1,A#10: NEXT B 

PRINT AT A, 
A: PRINT #1;AT @,0;" 

2920 PRINT AT_17,2; “CONGRATULATI 
ONS YOUTUE HIT THE LOT. 

WITH A BON 
GIVING You 

=; AMO+S; 
2552 GO’ To 3000 
F092 PRINT B1;AT 0,0; “Dopyoy wan 

to play again. aves. JaNo 
="y" THEN POKE 236 

* THEN POKE 236 

3@5@ FOR A=®@ _TO_5: FOR B=0 TO 7: 
BEEP .@1.AsS5S: BORDER B: PAPER & 

2 CLS_: NEXT_B: NEXT A 
3066 INK @: PRINT °’*" OK. Tha 
nk you for Playing 

BAT 
LESHIPS — 

Cruces thts Program 
will self distruct"’™ nd 

$050 PAUSE se: pRINT AT 10,9 : FOR a=8 TO O STEP PRINT AT 
+@1,-28: PAUSE 42 

DATA @,0,0,24,24,255,126,60 157,73,56)170,109) 26,255: RE 
PRE Ship + explosion 

ATA 1,3,2 63,127,255 
80 190,438,884, 456,866! REM 

ATA ©,48,14,14,255,255,255 S, 10,15, 15,455; 255; 255.255 
$6,255 ,264,268,348: REI é 
A_62,42,62,62,255,255 
32,62,26,265,355,455,4 
5,409,255) 255; 255/355/0 
7855) 252) 246/240! RE 

2 SAVE “B.Ships @: PAPER @: CLS 

REM 

hun. dos oO 

You could be 

We welcome programs articles and tips from 
our readers. 

PROGRAMS should, if possible, be computer 
printed to a width of 48 characters (use a 
new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 
carefully that they are bug-free. Include 

details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
Published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 
possibly with programming examples. we 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OBE 
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Compiled bY 

positions 

positions 

Top Ten 

Jet Pac 

Horace and 
{ 
2 
3 
4 
5 3D Tanx 

6 Hobbit 
i 
8 
9 
10 

Compiled by W.
 

week’s positions
 

Ring of Darkness 

40 Cuthbert Goes 

Compiled by 8 

Top Ten programs for the VIC-20 

; Leigh 
Flight Simulation 

Psion (1) ‘as 

Football Manager 

Horace Goes Skiing 

‘Transylvanian 
Tower Sty 

Gh Diddume 
Imagine (10) 

s for the Dragon-
32 

Top Ten progr
am a 

1 Mountai
n 

roves
! i 

5 rome Mota an 
5 Sey, at 

Ms Shu
te invas

ion 
Mite

 f 

Walkabout Mi
crodea! (8) 

Boots. Figures in brackets are 
last week's 

joots. 

Sinclair (0)) 

Raiders incr 

3 eeronage {slan
d par ia) 

i Flight Simula
tion 

Sinclair 0) 

a, pees ee Sinclair (7) 

Bek Seu Ouieksiva (8) 

6 pete 
Quicksiva (10 

7 Seramble oe aaictve (©) 
8 Football 

Sac 

pedis 
sinclair (— 

ty ‘The Ship of Doom Sincli (a) 

11 History 
week's 

last 
cots, Figures in brackets are 

1 Arcadia Imagine (1) 
2 Wacky Waiters Imagine (2) 
3° Skyhawk Quicksilva (6) 
4 — Cosmic Crunch Commodore (8) 
5 Sargon 2 Commodore (4) 
6 Catcha Snatcha Imagine (7) 
7 Cosmiads Bug Byte (3) 
8 Panic Bug Byte (5) 
9 The Count Commodore (—) 

10. Asteroids Bug Byte (—) 

Compiled by Boots. Figures in brackets are last week’s 

programs for the Spectr
um 

ultimate (2) 

Psion/M. House 
Addictive (—) 

dk’tronics (— 5 

Melbourne House a 

Psion/M. House 
(~ 

Richard Shepherd (8) 

the Spiders 

1H. Smith, Figures in brackets are last 
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Improve 
your moves 
by micro 

Being a chess player myself, I rarely miss reading a review of any 
new chess software. Recently I have come across an innovative 
chess program worthy of mention. The price seems to be right, and 
it certainly takes a new approach compared with most such pro- 
grams. Its name is Cyberchess and it is made to run on the Tandy 
Models ! and III, the LNW Models I and II, with versions soon 10 
run on the Commodore, VIC-20 and 64. At present, it requires 
NEWDOS + 2.1, TRSDOS 2.3, NEWDOS-80, TRSDOS 1.3, or 
NEW-DOS-80, 32K of RAM, and, without modification, two disc 
drives. It costs only $29.95. 

The novel approach that this program takes is that it does not 
program the computer to play chess! It instead makes the attempt 
10 match its human opponent against some of the better players in 
the world. What the program does is play chess instructor by com 
paring your moves against those made by the winners of major 
chess competitions playing key games. It is not intended to teach 
beginners; you must know the basic moves already. Although the 
program as it comes requires two disc drives, this is not necessary if 
you can find someone to transfer the data from the data disc to the 
program disc 

To use the program, you will need a board and pieces; there is 
no screen display as such. When you run the program, you are 
presented a list of games from which to choose. Once you make a 
choice, the program give you further information on the game: its 
level of difficulty, opponent snames, game plan, and source. Three 
play modes are available. One is for instructional purposes. The 
other three offer time constraints and no analysis. After you select 
the game, you furnish the program your own level of ability 
Ratings are given in the USCF rating system from unrated to 1650 
(amateur), and from 1650 to over 2200 (professional). Once you 
choose either amateur or professional, you then rate yourself on a 
scale from | to 4 which affects how yoware scored, but no the game 
itself 

The program then gives you the five opening moves, which 
you set up on your board. The screen displays the board asit should 
Took. The screen display is updated every 10 moves to keep all in 
order. The screen displays the status of the game at all times. This 
includes the number of the game, level of difficulty, move number, 
and the game clock (when applicable). The cursor tells you how well 
you are doing. Aftera good move, it is moved toward winning, Vic 
versa after a poor move. Moves are selected on a multiple-choice 
basis, one of six 

Ifyou select the instruction mode, you get a point score depen: 
ding on whether the program figures you to have made a more bet 
ter, worse, or equivalent to the move made in the original game 
That value is then added to or subtracted from your score. Ifa move 
is sufficiently disastrous, the game immediately terminates. If you 
wish, you can get a short analysis of each choice. If youselected one 
of the other modes, you play against time and receive no analysis. 

=a 
4s long as we are on the subject, here are some more bits and pi 

that will be of interest to Tandy owners. If you plan to use Super 
Scripsit with a non-Tandy printer you will need a printer driver to 
go with it. This is an assembly language program that provides con- 
trol codes for the printer. You can buy a printer driver for most 
standard printers from American Small Business Computers, 118 
S. Mill Street, Pryor OK 74361 (918) 825-4844 for only $39.95, 
Thighly recommend these people as a source of discount hardware 
and software for all Tandy machines. 

‘Rumor has it that Tandy will be coming out with an IBM PC 
compatible computer in the not too distant future. Itis expected to 
use the Intel 80186 processor comparable ini power to the Motorola 
68000. 

That's it for this week 
Bud Len Fairfield, California 
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KB/JS 16K/48K £5.95 

GALACTIC ABDUCTORS 
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best at the 
Microfair 

Richard Shepherd Software, 
best-known for adventures, laun 
ched Invincible Island, written by 
26-year-old maths teacher Peter 
Cooke whose children convinced 
him it was worth sending to the 
company 

And Richard Shepherd himself 
has a new graphics adventure 
called Devils of the Deep. Both 
cost £6. 

Just five months ago Liz and 
Alick Newman decided to pro: 
duce educational software under 
the Image name. . .and their first 
four programs were on show 

Mrs Newman, 34, an art 
teacher and mother of children 
aged four and 12, said: “We 
started because we could not see 
anything suitable for bright 
children to get them going. They 
need something visually appeal 
ing to grab their attention.” 

Image’s tapes are Animal 
Anagrams and Spelling Bee, both 
at £4.95 for the Spectrum, and 
Multifont, which offers a cho'ce 
of six alternative character sets, 
also £4.95 

Haven Hardware, best-known 
for its range of add-ons, showed 
Wonder Worm, an adventure 

costing £5.50 for the 48K Spee 
trum. More software is also due 
from the company under its 

wly-launched Havensoft 
trademark 

Alan Firminger brought out 
All-Sort S-1, a £15 Spectrum pro: 
gram which — generates 
sophisticated sorting routines. 

Microsphere’s new Train 
Game puts you in charge of a rail 
network featuring two tack 
layouts and seven levels of play 
You have to pick up passengers 

if they are kept waiting they 
will refuse to pay or hijack the 
train and avoid driverless 

Key 
Michelle Brant with 
Compusound’s 
Telesound 84 “beep 
booster” 

Joe Nicholson — 
software and studying 

Michael Belk with 
£7 battery-powered 
Spectrum amplifier 

trains, It costs £5.95 for either 
Spectrum 

Hewson Consultants brought 
out a new arcade game at £5.95 
for the Spectrum: 3D “Space 
Wars. Dragon software is due 
soon from Hewson and in two 
months there will be the first four 
of anew range of BBC software 

Three new printer interfaces 
for the Spectrum were shown by 
Hilderbay at £45 for the Standard 
Interface, £55 for the de luxe 
package and £99 for the Profes 
sional Interface. All three will 
support printers which accept 
Centronics-type parallel input 
and include a word processor 
program 

Quicksilva is starting a club 
callled the Quicksilva Game 
Lords Club, named after its 
slogan. For £1 a year members 
will get a quarterly magazine, dis 
counts, competitions, and special 
offers ‘on pre-release tapes and 
shows 

Drawmaster is a sophisticated 
utility from Campbell Systems 
for the 48K Spectrum, priced at 
£5.95, which allows picture draw 
ing on the screen. Among the 50 
commands are FILL and RE 
SCALE and status and co: 
ordinates are constantly on 
display 

Stephen Hughes, 23, wrote 
Bedlam, a £4.95 Spectrum space 
game, for AWA Software. 

‘Cyber Tanks, a new arcade 
game for the Spectrum at £5:50 
was launched by Star Dreams. 

Useful for programmers, Pixel 
Pad is 50 sheets on which to 
design graphics. Produced by 
Computer Agencies. 

Treetop, which markets a case 
at £47.45 for Spectrum, printer 
and cassette player, is bringing 
‘out anew version which will hold 
a Microdrive instead of cassette 
player 

Telesound 84 is a “beep 
booster" for the Spectrum from 
Compusound which fits inside 
the computer — using three clip- 
on connectors — which feeds 
sound through the TV speaker. It 
costs £9.95, including a sound ef 
fects program 

Now available from Fuller 
Micro Systems is RS-232 and 
Centronics interface for the Spec- 
trum. And more software is out 
using the company’s £54.95 
three-channel sound and speech 
generator. 

Barmy Burgers is the latest 
novel game from Blaby. You 
have to make hamburgers using 
baps, burger steaks, cheese and 
lettuce — not so easy when you 
are being chased by a fried eg 
and sausages. Blaby’s other two 
new games are Dodo and Killer 
Kong and all three are priced at 
£5.95 

Vortex launched a ZX81 
adventure called Serpent's Tomb 
and priced at £3.95. Three more 
games are promised for the next 
Microfair. 

In the next few months 
dk'tronics is bringing out five 
new tapes — three of them its first 
for the Commodore 64 and the 
other two for the Spectrum, said 
managing director David Heelas 
At the Microfair dk’tronies laun 
ched two Spectrum games: Hard 
Cheese (£4.95) and Maziacs 
(£6.95). 

Where to find them 
In order of appearance in article 

JN Software, 11 Latton Cl, 
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OXI1 OS! 
Cambridge Microelectronics, | 
Milton Rd, Cambridge CB4 1UY; 
Premier Software, | Hollington Rd, 
Upper Tean, Stoke on Trent ST1O 
4JY: Kelwood Computer Cases, 
Downs Row, Moorgate, Rotherham 
S60 2HD;" Oxford ‘Computer 
Publishing, Brimrod, 4A High St, 
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9QB; 
Poppy Programs, Richmond House, 
Ingleton, via Carnforth, Lanes LA6 
3AN; Barry Watson, I! Whitehouse 
Ci, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 
ODA: Remsoft, 18 George St, 
Brighton BN2 TRH; Beitennia Soft 
ware, 116 Woodville Rd, Cathays, 
Cardiff, S Glam CF2 4EE; Richard 
Shepherd Software, Elm House, 23 
Elmshott La, Cippenham, Slough, 
Bucks; Image Systems, 185 Elm Rd, 
New Malden, Surrey KT3 3HX; Alan 
Firminger, 171 Herne Hill, London 
SE24 9L.R; Microsphere, 72 Roseber 
ry Rd, London N10 2A; Hewson 
Consultants, 60A St Mary's St, Wall- 
ingford, Oxon OX10 OEL; Hilder- 
hay, 8/10 Parkway, London NWI 
TAA; Quicksilva, Palmerston Park 
House, 13 Palmerston Rd, 
Southampton SOL ILL; Campbell 
Systems, 15. Rous Rd, Buckhurst 
Hill, Essex IG9 6BL; AWA Software, 
50 Dundonald Rd, Didsbury, Man. 
chester M20 ORU: Star Dreams, 17 
Barn Cl, Seaford BN25 3EW; Com- 
puter Agencies, c/o Robert Gibson & 
Co, Station Maltings, Newport, SaF 
fron Walden, Essex CB11 3PL;Com- 
pusound, 32 Langley Cl, Redditch, 
Wores BY OET; Fuller Micro 
Systems, ZX Computer Centre, 17 
Sweeting St, Liverpool 2; Blaby 
Computer Games, Lutterworth 
Road, Blaby, Leicester: Vortex Soft- 
ware, 280 Brooklands Rd, 
Brooklands, Manchester M23 9HD; 
dk'tronics, Unit 2, Shirehall  In- 
dustrial Estate, Saffron Walden, 
“Essex. 
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LETTERS 

Tit for tat 
1 decided to start a club and 
‘wondered what to call it, so | 
decided to call in the Texas 
Instrument Tapers Society 
(or T.ALTS. for short). 

What prompted the name 
‘was one of your outstanding 
features on your front cover 
(or should Tsay two). 

‘Anyone interested in 
becoming a TT. (Texas In- 
strument Tapper) particular- 
ly in the Chester area 

Write to the address below 
— if we pet enough response 
we will start a club. 
Mrs J. A, Mendelssohn, 5 
King Street, Chester, 
Cheshire CHI 2AH 

Troll King 
gets 

cheaper 
With regard to the review of 
our text-based adventure 
Troll King in HCW 24, 1 
would like to make it clear 
that aswith all Lantern pro- 
ducts, a full instruction sheet 
is provided with this cassette 
although sadly it was not 
possible to include in- 
program instructions due to 
the length and complexity of 
the program, 

Secondly, although 
originally marketed at £8, 
Troll King now retails at 
£6.50 which 1 think you'll 
agree is not an unfair price 
for an adventure that accepts 
full sentences. 
‘Your continued supportof 

the TI-99/4A and your high 
standard of program reviews 
is greatly appreciated, not 
only by us, but by our 
customers who constantly 
fefer 10 your magazine in 
their letters. Keep up the 
good work! 
5. W. Sursbie, Lantern S 
ware, Tenterden, Kent 

Clubbin: 
together in 
Bloxwich 

We are Bloxwich Computer 
Club, and we meet at Frank 
F. Harrison school in 
Leamore Lane, Bloxwich, 
every Wednesday evening 
between 7 and 9 pm. 

‘We have members with 
many makes of machine, as 
well as use of the school’s 
BBCs and Tandy. We have a 
few VDUs available, but 
prefer members to bring their 

We welcome experts and 
beginners, owners or other- 
wise. Admission is free. 
Details from myself at thead- 
dress below. 
M. Warden, 64 Nursery 
Road, Bloxwich, Walsall, 
‘West Midlands WS3 2DU 

Send your letter to Letters 
Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London 

WC2H OEE. Don't forget to name 
your computer — the best 

letter could win £5-worth of 
software. Queries cannot be 

answered on this page 

Cover gi 
controversy 

—1 
When my rather embarrass- 
‘ed newsagent handed me my 
copy of Home Computing 
Weekly No 23, the poor chap 
didn’t know if the computing 
‘world had gone sex mad, or 
‘whether a sex mag had gone 
computerised. 

While 1 am sure that sales 
of your mag are not dectin- 
ing, surely it is not necessary 
toresort tothis level. No, Lan 
nota prude — if | need 
titillating, then there are lots 
more mags on the market 
better able to do that. 

Having read your publica- 
tion from week one (my Mrs 
made me clear them out of 
the lounge only this week and. 
rehouse them in a cupboard 
in the shed), I feel you are a 
good micro family mag that 
is above having to resort to 
sex (0 help it along. 

How about more software 
reviews on other things ex- 
‘cept games? Are there educa- 
tional programs for the not 
so young? 

Please keep up the good 
work — and keep it clean. 
Patrick Reith, Northfield, 
Birmingham 

Cover girl 
controversy 

1 feel 1 should protest most 
strongly at the way certain 
aspects of your publication 
are developing. I refer to the 
recent growth in the numbers 
of pictures of young ladies 
holding micros in. strange 
positions. 
‘Asthe chairman of amicro 

users’ group, Lam thrilled to 
see the number of women 
who attend and are keen to 
learn the intricacies of the 
machines. There are still not 
enough of them. But what 
are they to think if your 
Publication suggests, by its 
visual content, that their only 
purpose isto decoratean ugly 
computer? 

By all means show ladies, 
yyesall manner of persons, us- 
ing the machines sensibly, 
but Lam in danger of cancel 
ing my regular order if your 

content continues in this 
manner. Surely you are able 
to provide more interest 
photographs than these, or at 
least more relevant ones. 

No more girly pics. 
D. Ambrose, Leeds 

1 recently bought 
Salamander’s Oric Trek 
from a shop called the Com- 
puter Discount Centre, The 
cassette was saved in fast 
modeand it would no load on 
to my computer 

1 took the cassette back to 
the shop twice but they kept 
refusing to refund my 
money. So I decided to return, 
the cassette to Salamander. 

They returned the cassette 
within the week, along with a 
very nice letter apologising 
for the trouble caused. With 
the letter and cassette they 
sent me another copy of Orie 
Trek saved in slow mode, 

1'd like to express through 
your pages my gratitude to 
Salamander for their help 
and their speedy service, 
William Bailey, Hatfield, 
Herts 

Extended 
complaint 

As an HCW addict, 1 am 
writing (0 stand up for all us 
TL owners. Why is it that 
when you do review any TI 
games, you review the less- 
spectacluar ones, which are 
almost inevitably in TI 
BASIC? 

I recently discovered that 
the top-selling module for the 
TI-99/4A was Extended 
BASIC, so why not review 
some of the great games that 
are written using this 
module? 

What about Up Periscope 
(Pewterware), Attackman, 
Cross Country Car Rally and 
Super Frogger (Norton), 
Battlestar Attack and Opera: 
tion Moon (Lantern), Laser 
Tank (Not Polyoptics) and 
PS Pesteroids and Spa 
Rescue (PS Software), to 
name but a few? 
Philip Longshaw, 
Packmoor, Stoke-on-Trent 

Though the Extended BASIC 
‘module may be selling wel, it 
is pretty expensive and most 
TL owners still don’t have it 
‘yet. That's why we've con- 
‘centrated on games in TI 
BASIC, and will continue 10 
do so until more people have 
the EB module. 

We do aim to include a 
reasonable amount of EB 
games, though, and more 
will be coming up in future 
issues. 
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Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

Lineage: 
35p per word — Trade 

25p per word — Private 

All adve isements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request). 

[ACCESSORIES | 
Atari 400/800 ‘Supaklone’, Don’t 
risk losing your favourite programs! 
Supaklone copies most_m/c-Basic 
cassettes (including bootable) £15.95 
(post free). Supaklone, 42 Avon 
Drive, Huntington, York YO3 9YA. 
COMPUTER ADDICTS. At 
purpose built trolley fo 
computer and 
venit 
safe, tidy eady for use on a 
mobile unit. How have you man 
ed without one, Prices from £18 

+ pap, Send now for further inf 
mation to 
Waipole 
BNI2 4PL 

Ave., Wo 
SAE 

ick-reference’” cards 
se than the manuals! 

£3.95 
£3.95 

casier to 
DRAGON 32 
COMMODORE 64/VIC-20 
SINCLAIR 2X81 

QUICK-SHOT self-catering joysticks: 
improve your scores! 

DRAGON 32 £14.98" 
specially developed by ELKAN) 
ATARI 400/800 
COMMODORE 64/VIC-20 

e198 
£12.98" 

ELKAN ELECTRONICS, FREEPOST 
Manchester, M3S 61. To 06 

MICRO TAN 65 
OWNERS 

The Micro Tan 63 is back 
If you want to be kept up to 
date with the latest news — 
reviews — hardware and 

software products, then you 
should subscribe to: 
The Micro Tan World 

Magazines 
Published by Microtanic 

Computer Systems Lid, the 
new owners of the Micro 

Tan 65 system. Please send 
£10 for 1 year’s subscription 

to 
MCS Ltd 

16 Upland Road 
Dulwich 

ondon SE22 
Tel: 01-693 1137 
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SAVE 15% ON 
SOFTWARE 

Quality software for 
BBC, ORIC, Dragon, ZX81, VIC 

20, CBM63, Spectrum, Colow 
We sell only the best games and 

‘utilities by 
Bug-Byte, Artic Virgin, Salamander 

Write or phone now for lists to: 
PATONS, 176 Todmorden Road 

Burnley, Lines. BIT 3EU. Phone 
(0282) $3241 

BUY OR SEI 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H.C.W. 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 282. 

To Hire a Computer from ZX81 
upwards, ring or writ 
and Computer 
Caledonian Rd., 
01-607 0157 

(0: Business 
Services, 292 
NI IAB. Tel 

Computer Insura 
‘Overseas. Send for d 

Derangement cover 

ALL YOUR CASS 
NEEDS 

Blank cassettes C15 with case, 40p 
each, 

Labels in Blue, White or Yellow, 20 
for 36p. Inlay cards in Blue, Red or 
Yellow 20 for 60p. Library cases, 9p 

cach 
‘on each complete order SSp. 

Way, Barwell, Leicester LE9 881 
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CLASSIFIED 

01-437 1002 
EXT 282. 
Send your requirements to: 

Julie Bates 
ASP LTD. 

Orie 48K brand new replacement 
machine August. £19 software 
Best offer over £110. 0225 429984, 

Second-hand Atari software at half 
price! sae please: Jon, 23 Goulden 
Road, Withington, Manchester 

Oceasion: Atari 800 48K (PAC 
MAN & Joysticks, Chess) & In 
face 850 Atari Word Processor 
Keyword Mailshot Program, Fur 
ther details: Tel 01-789 7261 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

fas 
Superb new game for 
‘Spectrum/CBM 64 

TRAX! 
machine code action 
available now 

£5.50 
Cheap at the price! 

Soft Joe's Business Centre 
‘Claughton Road, Birkenhead, 

Merseyside L4l 6EF 
Tel: 051-647 8616 

SOFTWARE BARGAINS 
4 great new games by various 

authors on 1 tape, 
© JAILBREAK 

DSTMAN DAN 
AY AT THE RACES, 

‘ONTRACTORS PAY 
CALCULATOR 

Only £3.50 available now! 

Orders to: SD SOFT 
Hempland Cottage, North 
Lopham, Diss, Norfolk. 

145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H 0EE 

r— REGENCY SOFTWARE 
Special Offer on Com. 64 games 

£4.99 
Teapewcr J ine P%P 

‘Cheques/ PO's SAE for details 
Regency Sof wen 

LANTERN SOFTWARE 
T199/4A 

High quality arcade games and 
inc., Troll king and Daddie’s 

Hotrod. 8,A.B. tor details to: 4 
Halfenden Road, Tenterden 

TN30 60D. 

NEW BBC DEALER 
IN ESSEX 

Estuary Software Products now have 
[BBC's in stock together with a wide 
range of software and accessories for 

the BBC and other leading micros 
eg. ZX81 and Spectrum 

Hitchikers Guide To The 
f trum £8,95, 

6.95 

der. (0703) 23568, 

T1-99/4A software: for 
alogue with over seventy pro: 

grams for the TI-99/4A (as review 
ed in this magazine!) Pl 
SOp (refunded on first order) to: 
Stainless Software, 10, Alstone 
Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 
SAH 

MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES, 
For the BBC Micro and 48K 
Spectrum (Spectrum version 

with high res graphics) 
¢ from the following titles 

The Gold Baton 
Time Machine 
Arrow of Death (Part 1) 
Arrow of Death (Part 2) 
Escape from Pulsar 7 
Gircus 
Feasibility Experiment 
The Wizard Akyrz 
Perseus and Andromeda 
Ten Little Indians 

Digital Fantasia 
24 Norbeck Road, Norbeck 

Blackpool, Lancashire 
Tel (0253) 591402 

Trade Equities welcome 



Unexpanded T1-99/4A Programs: 
Air Attack £5.25,” Alien Alert 
£4.25, Grand Prix £3.95. Che 
que/P.O."s Microsonic, Dept. Y: 
85 Malmesbury Road, Cheadle 
Hulme, Cheshire. 

‘Over 500 titles for ZX81, Spectrum, 
VIC-20, BBC A & B, Texas T1/99, 
Commodore 64, Oric, Dragon 
sae for lists. “Basic Software”, 96 
Tippetknowles Road, Winchburgh, 
West Lothian. 

SOFTWARE 
APPLICATIONS 

SPECTRUM ROPYRAT E195 

ATARI 400/400 16K 
Multicoloured Chara 

It you order goods from Mé 

advertiser should become 
provided 

returned; and 
2. 

that day 

Please do not wait until the 
When you writ 

We guarante 

all insolvent advertisers. Cla 
amounts, or when the above 

reader's difficulties. 

This guarantee covers only 

(not, for example, payments 
logues, etc, received as a 

Instruction 

You write to the publisher of this publication exp! 
ing the position not earlier than 28 days fromthe day 
you sent your order and not later than 2 months from 

accordance with the above procedur 
possible after the advertiser has been declared bankrupt 
or insolvent to a limit of £1,800 per annum for any one 
advertiser, so affected, and up to £5,400 p.a. int 

HGIH_ YTILAUQ, WOL TSOC, 
18x2K61 SMARGORP. Send 
to: PAC, 26 Stray Road, Appletree 
Village, York 

Spectrum Kopyall Kopykats, from 
£2. Send sae for list/comparisons 
ZX guaranteed, 29 Chadderton 
Drive, Unsworth, Bury, Lanes. 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONA 

DRAGON 32 
Bulding English is a colourful and enter Tauning Engtsh language quit foe age 

grams PO Bon 3 South Shields, ‘Tyne and Wear SEAS EY Panda 

Commodore-64:  1Q Test 
I1—Adult, only £1.75! Cheques 10 
MSC  Larbalstier, 31 Cranmere 
Road, Plymouth, PL3 JY 

BOOK SALE? 
IT COULD BE YOUR 
BOOKS FOR SALE. 
RING 01-437 1002 

T 213 NOW. 

Software Exchange. 
used software. Free club me 

Swap 

ship. £1 per swap. sae for de 
UK SEC, (HCW), 15 Tunwell 
Greave, Sheffield, SS 9GB. 

MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME 

Order Advertisers in this 
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, this 
publication will consider you for compen: tion if the 

insolvent or bankrupt, 

1. You have not received the goods or had your money 

last moment to inform us. 
we will tell you how to make your claim 

and what evidence of payment is required. 
to meet claims from readers made in 

as soon as 

pect of 
ims may be paid for higher 
procedures have not been 

complied with, at the discretion of this publication, but 
we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set 
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of 

advance payment sent in 
direct response to an advertisement in this magazine 

made in response to-cata 
result of answering such 

advertisements). 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EXCLUDED. 

TI-99/4A Britain’s alternative home- 
users, newsletters, Tl-models ex- 
changes, SAE Tl-users. 40 Barrhill, 
Patcham, Brighton BNI SUF 

ORIC-1 OWNERS 
Tangerine created Oric-1, now 
T.U.G. creates the rest. An 

independant users group with a solid 
reputation for progressive system 
support. Monthly news letters, 
meetings, software, hardware 

reviews. Advise and lots more. We 
have a proven record of performance 

‘on our system. Join T.U.G, you'll 
like us, We Do! Send £1 plus S.A.E 

(AS) for sample newsletter and 
details. 

Tangerine Users Group, 
T Marlborough D: 

Worle, Avon BS: 

SOFT MACHINE 

A large selection of the very best 
software, books and some 

accessories available for ZX81, 
Spectrum, BBC, Dragon, VIC 

and Commodore-64 
3 Station Crescent, Westcombe 

Park, London SE3, 
Tel: 01-308 8821, of send SAE for 

free catalogue (state which 
computer) 

PHOENIX SOFTWARE 
Software for Atari, BBC, Dragon 

Oric-1, Spectrum, Com. 64 & Vic 30 
Hardware available if requested 

Open Mon-Sat, 9am-6pn 
88 Huish, Yeovil, Somerset 

Tel (0935) 21724 

Top Name Software 
(ex, Bug-Byte, Imagine, etc) 

At rock bottom prices. Send SAE for 
list 

SHEENSO 
1 The Parade, Lower Richmond Road, 

Richmond, Surrey. 

COMPUTERS 
St Gomes Aveade, Falmouth, ‘Cormeal Tet 336 314688 
We are wockists of BBC, Sinclair, 

Commodore, Dragon, Orie, Colour Gene 
MPS? and Comex 

CASTLEHURST LTD 

Siacai, Lyme, Atari. Commodore, BRC 

PS & DEALERS 

WANTED 
High quality 

software of all types 
for the VIC, CBM 64 

and Spectrum for 
export and UK 

distribution. Could 
your program be 
No. | in Isreal, 

Norway or Canada? 
Tel: (0492) 49747 or 

write to: 
Mr Chip Software, 

eville Place, 
Llandudno, 
Gwynedd 

LL30 3BL. 

FOR BBC, SPECTRUM & 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

eS LERWICK, SHETLAND 
Oy 
Salhi ‘Acorn Computer Dragon-32, 2X8), Spectrum, ViCa0 CAM. 

(pen Non Sat 4303.30 

Vic.20, ZX81 hardware and software 
‘BBC, Atom, Spectrum software 

&AMER— 
24 Gloucester Road, 
Brighton, Sussex. 
Tel: 0273 698424. 

Open: Mon-Sat 9am-5.30pm 
Stockists of — Atari, Vic, 

ICBM-64, Dragon, Spectrum, Orie, 
Sord, Aquarius, Sharp, Epson and 

Miracle, 

TO BE INCLUDED 
IN THIS SECTION 
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All- 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

Add-On-bis cov2eves 
THE SPECTRUM a 

Let your ZX computer answer back with.... 

Oo R A Allow it to form any words using 
simple commands, full step by step 

instructions are included... . 

Only £32.00 ( + £1.00 for demo cassette) 
Or why not allow your ZX computer to play you 

MUSIC/GUNSHOTS/LASER ZAPS/ETC/ETC 

Mus: Sono Garcraror is what its 
name implies. Many sounds are possible — all from 
easy to use commands as explained in the instructions. 

Only £24.50 (+ £1.00 for demo cassette) 
BOTH THE ABOVE UNITS ARE CASED. 

| For further details phone 942-893573, 
| Cheques/postal orders to: 

ADD-ON-ITS. 
34 Withington Dr, Astley, Manchester M29 7NW 

| pease y Add 50p P&P. 
NAME: 
ADDRESS . 
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weeks. 

Advertise nationally for only 25p Private, 35p 
Trade per word (minimum ch 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Lid to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT 
145 Charing Cross Rd, 
Tel: 01-437 1002 

. HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
London WC2H OEE. 

Name 
Address 

Tel, No. (Day) 

JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 

JOvsT CKS 
eocreaie Im RR 



ATTENTION! 

- all ZX81 (16K) and Spectrum (48K) users - 

get this, the... 

Micro-Myte 
60 L 

{ Only 

£48.00 
complete, inclusive of 

VAT, post and packaging 
in the UK only 

It's the high speed computer phone link you have ben waiting for: no hidden 

Transmits/receives at 1,000 Baud: Three times the speed of most other extras, no rental 
acoustic modems (including professionals) costs 
Economic to use: Communcates data direct between compatible users Each kit comprises an 
Typically 120,000 bits per two minutes of telephone time. (Cheaper thanafirst acoustic modem, ZX81 and 
class letter.) Also twelve times faster than a telex. Spectrum software on 

cassette, connection cable 
Simple to operate: Connects directly to your cassette input/output sockets. and operating instructions 
Use your home computer like an on line terminal. Link up with your friends by —_together with a twelve month 
telephone or cable. guarantee, 
The Micro-Myte 60, in its sturdy moulded plastic housing, complements your 
home computer equipment 

YOU CAN PRE-RECORD PROGRAM OR SCREEN 
CONTENTS ON TAPE. YOU CAN TRANSMIT 1 

OFF TAPE OVER THE PHONE AND YOU CAN gta ieee 

RECEIVE ON TAPE. operate with all makes 
of home computer 

software 
Iam a ZX81/Spectrum user (specity. Micro-Myte available soon 
Please send me....Micro-Myte 60 modem(s) at £39.60 Communications Ltd 
each. | enclose cheque/postal order, payable to Polo House 

Micro-Myte Communications Ltd 27 Prince St YOu CAN NOW 
Name Telephone. Bristol 1 TRANSMIT AND 
Address 3 7: RECEIVE Telephone (0272) 299373 OFF TAPE! 

Callers welcome 
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ViIC20 GAMES 
FROM 

QUICKSILVA 
TORNADO 
VIC20 GAMES FROM 
QUICKSILVA 

vic20 
+yoYSsTICK 

TORNADG: In the 
midst of the Colony 
Wars ships are 
attacking you from the 
ain, you have three 
types of ground base 
to bomb. Features: Full 
Colour, Hi-Res Graphics, 
Sound, Increasing 
Speed, High Score, 
Progressive Difficulty, 
Random Landscape, 
Explosions. By Chartec 
for the unexpanded 
VIC2O + Joystick 

PIXEL 
GAMES 
HARVESTER & 
BRAINSTORM 
A cut-throat strategy 
game to reap valuable 
boosterspice around the 
planet Delta. Hi-Res 
Graphics and lots of fun 
for two to four players. 
For the unexpanded 
vic2o. 
STARQUEST/ 
ENCOUNTER 
A voyage of discovery 
and adventure in the 
cosmos. With the help of 
your onboard computer 
you seek a habitabie 
planet amidst the perils 
of deep space. 
For the VIC20, 
+ 16K RAM. 

Please send your order to 
QUICKSILVA LIMITED, 

PALMERSTON PARK HOUSE. 

QUICKSILVA are proud to introduce 
Skyhawk written by Chartec 

for the VIC2O0 personal computer, 
many more amazing games to come! 
SKYHAWK: Features Multi-coloun Hi-res 3-D 
Effect Graphics, Realistic Scrolling Landscape. 
Aircraft Landing and Refueling. Radar and Aircraft 
Status Displays, High Score Save, Full Sound 
Effects, Varying Formations of Attacking Aircraft, 
Extra Life at SOOO pts, Fuel Low Werning 
Realistic Explosions. For the VIC20+3K or BK 
expansion + Joystick. 

STARQUEST 

VIC20 161 

VIC20 8 OR 16K \VIC20 UNEXPANDED 
ae Giercetrabiec Aci rrca gune of Sveey & in 

PIXEL POWER TRADER 
A graphics workshop A trilogy of 16K 
packed with useful programs that combine 
features such as Create. to give an epic 48K 
Amend, Save and View graphic adventure.Asa For the VIC20+ 16K 
Set. Galactic trader, youdeal RAM 
For the VIC2O with 8K with some very bizarre 
or more added RAM. customers indeed. Will 

SUBSPACE Sunes eheeaes 
nowhere and then 
vanishes back into the 
ether With your deadly 
antimat torpedoes. you 
unleash havoc in the 
Federation's 
Spacelanes, 
For the 
oo 

Skyhawk £7.950 

Trader £1495 
Striker + Zor £7 88 

Starquest + Encounter £7950 

Pixel Power £7.95 

Harvester +Breinstorm £79 
2 PLEASE SEND ME THE GAMES of BS TIEKED seeal shecoa/PO. encioasd —_—_ Ghegue nayebie te Guicksive Limited = 

NAME 
|""=-"-" 

ISPALMERSTON ROAD, 9 palais Kat Wisse poprsiseGionsece SOUTHAMPTON ee ra aaaee ged 
‘of sale. Copies of which TEL: (0703) 20169. f [WeoteeteN teers sopamons x 


